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Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Commu
nity Newspaper

The Primary
Source of News
In Murray and
Calloway County

Largest Paid
Circulation
Both In City
And In County

United Press International

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray
Trying to read a sign the other
day.Ajt was too close to look
thrfth the top part of our
glasses, and too far away to
read through the lower part.
About all we could do was try
and guess what it said.

In Our flst Year

Murray, Ky., Thursday Afternoon, June 11, 1970

10* Per Copy

Two Hospitalized From Injuries
Sustained In Fire Early Today
Mr. and Mrs. William Roode
of 213 Woodlawn were hospitalized this morning after suffering burns in a fire at their
home at 213 Woodlavtn.
Officials at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital said Mrs.
Judith Roode suffered small
lacerations to the scalp and
back and burns and blisters to
the hand. Mr. Roode had second degree burns of the shoulder and scratches.
Both Mr. and Mrs. Roode are
Listed in satisfactory condition
by hospital officials.
The Murray Fire Department
answered the call at 6:30 am.
and said that the fire was centered mainly in the hall where
the furnace is located.
The Roodes were injured
when they broke a window in
one of the room to rescue their
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County Farm Home
Is Destroyed By
Fire Last Night

dog, according to the firemen
Fire Chief Flavil Robertson
said it is thought the fire started from clothes on the furnace.
Evidently the thermostat on the
furnace was set high enough
so that the air conditioner
caused it to come on and set
the clothes on fire, according
to the fire chief.
Smoke damage was reported
oa all parts of the house. Harvey Dixon is reported to be the
owner of the house.

The main house at the Calloway County Poor Farm was
destroyed by fire last night
about 11:50 p. m.
Mr. and Mrs. lake Wood-

ward, caretakers of the farm,
awoke to find the house In
flames and were lust barely
able to get out of the house
before the flames engulfed the
home.
Fire Chief Flavil Robertson
said the Murray Fire Depart
meat answered a cell to the
farm when it was thought a
RESHEAR TRIBUTE — Harry L. Mc Donald (center
),
an
assista
nt
professor at 1111North 6th and Olive Streets nois State University who earned
person was Mill in the house.
the 6.5. and M.A. In Ed. degrees at Murray State
was the scene of a two car col- ity presents a copy of his
UniversOne of the poor farm residoctoral thesis, which is dedicated to the memor
y of the late
lision Wednesday at 12:23 p.m., Garrett Beshear, to the Murray
dents was in the main how.,
State library. Shown with him (from left) are: Dr.
Graveside funeral services for but the other three wene
according to the report filed by Sparks, Murray State pnwide
Harry M.
in the
nt; Mrs. Lucy !Mishear of Murray, B•shiter's widow;
Johnny Sims will be held at the small adjoining house
Charles
the officers of the Murray Po- Hind, Murray State librarian;
This is just one of the disadwhich
and Gary Bosh ear of Murray, Beshear's son. McDona
Murray
Cemete
ld,
ry
Depart
who
on
was
ment.
lice
Friday at
saved through the efforts
No injuries will be awarded the Ph.D. degree In educati
vantages of advancing age. We
on
June
14,
acknow
ledged
two
the
p.
"nncsau
ragemen
were reported.
t
of the Murray Fire Department
and guidance" of Beshear on the siedlcatory page
also find we have to turn our
toward both the paper and th• degree.
Sims died at the Puryear and the Murray-Calloway
Cars involved were a 1966
head a little to one side to hear
CoNursing
Home on Wednesday unty Rescue Squad.
Mercury station wagon driven
people talk. We can hear the
at
12:30 p. m. He had made his
by Christine R. Kodman, 1503
The Rescue Squad pumped
noise they are making, but we
home with the late E. J. Beale water from their brush
Glendale Road, Murray, and a
find that we are failing to distank
and now with Thomas Banks truck to the city truck to
1964 Oldsmobile four door hardcern what they are saying.
help
for the past twenty-five years. save the sniail house
top driven by Fred Allen Whit
neerbr
He
is
survive
d
by
two
The
nell
broRescue
of Murray Route Three.
Squad's pump
However, as our uncle once said,
The 1970 District 4-H Beef
Funeral services for Mrs. Al- thers, George and Tosco Sims is now lost in St. Lcuis airPolice said Mrs. Kodman was
it is better to advance in age
of
Memphi
Heifer
s,
Show
Tenn.,
will
be held On
and several freight office.
going south on North 6th Street.
lie B. Boggess of 415 South 10th
than not to.
The farm is located north of
She told police she stopped for Friday, June 19, at Mayfield.
Street were held today at 2:30 nieces and nephews.
The
The show will be held at War
Rutledge Funeral Home Murray near the R. T. Vender.
p.m. at the chapel of the J. H.
the 'top sign at Olive Street,
Nice fellow to talk to, Dwain
is
in
charge of the arrange- bile Company plant site.
The honor roll for Murray Churchill Funeral Home with
but failed to see the Whitnell Memorial Fairgrounds and will
Tayior.
High School for the second Bro. Robert Usrey and Bro. Har- ments and friends may call
car going east on Olive Street. start at 8:45 a. m.
there.
The Mayfield event is one of semester of the school term old Smotherman officiat
Damage to the Kodman car
We have two seedling Golden
ing
was on the front end and to the five which is sponsored by the which just closed, has been rePallbearers
were
Chain Trees that are growing
James
Kentucky Department of Agri- leased by Eli Alexander, prin- Grooms, Wiley
Whitnell car on the left side.
Trenholm, Gene
well. Have them in a big pet
culture.
cipal.
Collins, Thomas Jones, Charles
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Private First Class William
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Bible
School
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14, at seven p.m.
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day, June 15, and continuing
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rs, Dale
...and before we did anything else,
through Wednesday, June 24.
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Todd Shupe 2.60, Dick West Miss Attie Faye Bogges
s and
in had to clean Ow filter in
Hours of the school will be
school,
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Beatty
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2.80,
Monty
CaCounty
Hospital. He was 78
which Ls given each year to a
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man on an armored personnel
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they
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Clark
3.00,
Sarah
member of the graduating clap years of age and his death folcarrier during a road clearing
BIBLE SCHOOL
Carol Hibbard was winner of
Cooper 3.00, John Engle 2.80,
Son of Mr. and Mrs. J. C. lowed an extended illness.
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onship
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Ka were forced to get usenew
flight
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with
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2.80,
France
Allen
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McKeel 2.80;
was the outstanding sen- of the Hickory Grove Church of
David Parker 2.60, Paula Parker Hulse First flight winner was thodist Church will hold Bible had been operating for several
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and
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with
3.00,
st) for some unknown reason at
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He was an honor graduate at
through Friday, June 19. The Vietnamese
Army
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June Pam Stone 2.80, Loretta Sweers Adams and taus IlOrr.
when we started to wind it last both
the University School and Mary Stars of Almo Route One; 12. They reside north of ColdSecond flight winner was Jen- sessions will begin at 7 p.m. and brought devastating rocket and
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Betat Murray State and ranked high four daug
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Snow. 3.00, Mark Compto71.00, Nancy wood was the third, flight winn- ergarten through youth age tar squad's armored personnel
The 24-year-old Kemp is now Route One, Mrs. Clifford (Betty)
carrier.
groups.
They have one daughter, Mrs. Herndon 2.80,
What brought about this great
Chuck Hunting er with Betty &start having
employed by the law firm of Burnett of St. Louis, Mo., and Cody Darnell of Mayfiel
"Private First Class Dodson
d Route SIO, Bob Pinkston- 3.00, Ellen low puttsdecision to purchase a new
Greenebaum and Grissom In Mrs. Forrest L (Glenda) Oak- Seven, and two sons,
quickly fires fifty-six well placEdison Quertermous 2.80, Sue Robards Elizabeth Slusmeyer Was the
alarm clock is the fact that we
Louisville. He will be inducted ley of Bernstein, Germany; three Hopkins of Farmin
ed rounds into the enemy posi. NOW YOU KNOW
gton Route 2.75, Sarah Barns 3.00, Latin golf hostess. The regular ladies
Woke up this morning with a into the U.S.
Army in January sons, Neal, Douglis B., and J. B One and Nuel Hopkins, Dodson
tion and assisted the crew in
ay luncheon was served.
Mart, knowing full well that it
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2.80,
Teresea
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as a second lieutenant and as- Starks, all of Almo Route One. Avenue, aftirray.
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was put our getting up time.
United
Press
2.60,
Penny
interna
tional
Terhun
e 3.00.
signed to the Adjutant Gener•
Also surviving are one sisMr. and Mrs. Hopkins have 8th Grade:
The clock was set for 6:30 and
The origin of the game of First Class Dodson's initiative,
Susan Adams 2.67,
al's Corps.
ter, Mrs. Lois Trimble of Ben- nine grandchildren
chess neeer has been pinpointed quick thinking and skill In tirand seven Maggie Battle 3.00, Corby Boles
Kemp is married to the for- ton; two brothers, Arthur Starks great grandch
(Continued on Page Six)
ildren.
accurately, but it was believed ing the mortar were instrumen(Continued on Page Six)
mer Peggy Weeks of Princeton, of Murray and Raymond Starks
developed by the Hindus during tal in routing the enemy and
who completed work on the of Almo Route---One; frfteen
or before the 7th century B.C. preventing further friendly
master's degree at UK this grandchildren;
casualties. His heroic actions
three
great
Revival
,
services will beast
;3npgrinat.
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eas also
were in keeping with the high. hbee
sen terfa
h- grandchildren.
Saturda
y. June 13, at the New
Shfeaytte
The funeral has been achedest traditions of the mllitary
REPORT
FREE
KITTENS
Jenny Ridge Holiness church
Lexington.
uled for Friday at two p.m. at
service and reflect great credit
United Preto I oter•gti lo nal
located two miles off Higiffray
the chapel of the Max H. Churupon himself, his unit and the
Two kittens are free to some- United
94 East.
chill Funeral Home with Bro.
States Army".
West Kentucky: Partly clouEvangelist will be Rev. Aaron hue as pets. Interested persons
Bobby Joe Sims and Bro. liar
Dodson is serving with a cavdy and warm through Friday
should
call
753-888
6.
Hollow
ay
from
Granite- City,
old Irvan officiating.
alry unit In South Vietnam.
with slight chance of Afternoon
Illinois.
Burial will be in the Coles
thundershowers. Highs in the
Everyo
ne is invited to attend
Camp Ground Cemetery with
mid 80s to low 90s. Lows in
these services which begin at
the arrangements by the Mai
the mid 60s to low 70s. Winds
7:30 nightly.
H. Churchill Funeral Home
southerly 10-15 m.p.h. this
where friends may call.
morning increasing to 15-20 during the afternoon and diminishGOSPEL SINGING
ing tonight.
A-gospel singing will be held
EXTENDED OUTLOOK
at the Friendship Church of
Christ on Sunday, situne 14, startExtended weather outlook for
Vie at 2:30 p. m.
public
FRANKFORT, Ky. (UPI) —
Saturday through Monday.
is invited to attend.
State Highway Commissioner
Chance of showers west porEugene Goss said Wednesday
tion Monday continued warm or
RESCUE SQUAD
that Kentucky has completed
mild through Monday. Highs In
nearly
80
per
cent of its desigthe upper 80. to low 908. Lows
The Murray-Calloway County
nated interstate highway sys60s east to low 70. west.
Rescue Squad made a call yestem.
terday afternoon to Coldwater
Of a total planned 738 miles,
The squad kept the fire from
KENTUCKY LAKE STAKES
Goss said Kentucky has approxan outhouse from spreading al
Kentucky Lake elevations as
imately 580 open to traffic. The
the home of Rhonda Emerson
The Kentucky Association of remaining 158
measured by Tennessee Valley
miles are either
Authority at 7 a.m. this morn- the Future Homemakers of in the planning or
construction
SHRINE BREAKFAST
ing with predictions to midnight America recently announced a phase.
scholarship of $300 to Susan
tonight.
Goss added that funds totalMengseirn of the Murray-Cal
Scott Fitzhugh 358.8, fall 0.1 Hale, *array High School. A ing $842.2 million
have been exbyway County Shrine Club and
tggners Ferry 358.8, fall 0.1. totsk.of 20 girls rec•ived scho- pended so far on the
state's sysfamilies will hold their
Kentucky HIN 358.9, fall 0.1. larships. Alien than 900 FHA tem. Of that. Kentuc
ACT ILL SCENE I. ISAMESES: Mows
ky's share
monthly fellowship breakfast
(KinThen
r
4
t
)
aming
Comma
,
Kentucky TW 306.3, fall 2.0. members and their advisors at- is Hi per cent with
nd,
(mark Tinsisov) to
the federal
"LET MY" PlIQP
at the Holiday Inn on Sunday,
Private First Class Willtam.podeo
GO'l RAMESE$ opens for INss
Sunset today, 41:0.3, sunrise tended the 25th annual meet- govetinment picking
n. left, half incensed
season Friday, Jvne 12.01:
up
June 14, at nine a in Later
the
rest
the Army Commendation Medal
Friday, 536.
p.m.
it
ing on the UK cot/open.
For heroic action In
Kenlal
e
.
of
the tab, _
.
istsitts_o_,els_evittj tog Moen - firsiglie:omor
_
combat
tend
the
-churc
In.
^
of
h
Swath Vietnam. Hsi ft on an •
. :-enfit Wednoulairs.
fleeced persems.i carrier.
heir choice.
Othisi:s in the picture are
We run into this same sort of
trouble at the grocery trying to
read the labels on the bottom
shelf. Naturally we are too close
to the cans to look through the
top part of our glasses and to
see through the bottom of our
glasses we have to hunch over,
stick the bottom of our head
forward, tilt our head back and
try to see through the bottom
part.

No Injuries Reported
In Two Car Colision

Danny Kemp Gets
Double Honor At
UK Law School

Johnny Sims Succumbs
At Puryear Nursing
Nome On Wednesday

District 4-H And Beef
Show Set At Mayfield

Semester Honor
Roll Announced
At Murray High

Mrs. Allie Boggess
Funeral Held Today

Parents Night WIN Be
Held At Grace Church

Salem Baptist Church
Plans Bible School

Miss Angela McClure
Injured In Accident

Howell Starts
Succumbs Today

Calloway Ladies Day
Goff Winners Listed

Mr. & Mrs. Hopkins
Married For 56 Years

New Jenny Ridge
Church Plans Revival

WEATHER

Kentucky lnterstates
80 Percent Complete

•
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Commendation
Medal Awarded
To Pvt. Dodson
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Wall Street
Chatter

ALMANAC

PIJIMIIIIIED by LIIDOIllt • TIMES PUBLISHING COMPANY, By United Press International
Lae, OonaolidaUon of the Murray Ledger, The Calloway Timm and
Today is Thursday, June 11,
The Minas-Herald. October 20, 1921, and the West Kentuckian,
the 162nd day of 1970 with 203
January 1, 1e43.
to follow.
IN N. eith Street, Murray, Kaminsky 01171
The moon is in its first
JAMES C WILLLSMEI, PTIBLIElli121
quarter.
are
The
morning
Stars
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising. Letters to the Editor.
Mercury and Saturn.
or Public Voice gams wnacii, ID our °pinata,. are not for the
barn
The evening Stars are Venus,
interest of Our 11115416Ta.
Mars and Jupiter.
NATIONAL ELEPRESENTATIVEN: WAL,LACI VorMazR 00., Me
On this day in history:
Madison Ave, Mempais. Tenn.; Tune & Las Bldg.. New Yore. N.Y.
In 1920 Ohio Sen. Warren
b•epuenaun bads, Detroit, Mich.
Harding was summoned to a
Entered Daily at the Poet Office, Murray, Kentucky, for
Chicago hotel room and infortned he had been chosen as
transmission as Second Class Matter

KENTUCKY

Stanley F. Yolles, M.D., Director
National Institute of Mental Health

Ten Years Ago Today

1 our Voluntary Association
Open your mind, your heart,
),our hand to the mentally ill,"
says the Mental Health Association in calling attention to
this year's mental health month,
the month of May.
Although many people know
about the Mental Health Association, many others do not:
and It is worth reminding ourselves, for those who know,
and viorth learning about, for
those who don't, that the network of your local and state
mental
health
associations
throughout the country represents the private and individual,
‘oluntary sharing in the na;,onwide attack on mental illness
The problem of mental and

'Atomic Rice'
Undergoing
Field

By KENNETH J. BRADDICK
PERKINS ADDRESSES SOCIAL
MANILA (UPI)—The miracle
WELFARE SEMINAR
The
great stock mark makers who produced
Child Welfare Commission&
highrescue which began May 27 vras yield rice
George Perkins suggested in an
to fill Asia's empty

LEDGER & TIMES FILE
Mrs. Mary Hopson. 64. of Cadiz, mother of Dr. J. Lacy
Hopson, died of injuries received in a three car crash yesterday
morning on the East Highway.
The body of Lt. William Thomas McCage, 24. who was
haled at Castle. Germany. October 2. 1944, will arrive here
June
14. He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. W. F. McCage.
The North cage squad defeated the South squad 58 to
49 in
the annual cage classic played last night.
Charles D. Clark of Kirksey will receive the doctor of
mediclne degree from the University of Tennessee, Memphis,
Tenn.,
on June 12.
....‘"A.T
•••

:

address at Lexington that social scientists study communa
ties of people rather than individuals to learn bow to de6velop a societ yin which fewer
persons are rejected as deviants.
Perkins was addressing the
Social Welfare Research Needs
Seminar sponsored by the Social Welfare Research Institute
and the Center for Developmental Change at the University of Kentucky.
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The tremendous size of the CommuHUGE COMMUNIST RASE CAPTURED IN CAMBODIA
nist supply and training center in the Ba Thu sanctuary in Cambodia is shown in this aerial view following capture by some 1,500 Americans and Smith Vietnamese.. Madiriphoto/

Meet Bruce Davidson

•

"Now" Kind of Star No Heartthrobs
By ARMY ARCHEID
Bob Chartoff are the old men
Central Press Association
of the project in their midCorrespondent
30s.
HOLLYWOOD-- An enigma
Davidson wasn't a student
to Louis 4i. Mayer. That's what
revolutionary at Penn State or.
young star Bruce Davidson
later at New York University.
would have been to the man
"At NYU," he recalls, "I went
who built the film- empire
to classes and spent the rest
Culver City. The lath tycoon
of my time trying to get work
ruled an era that Bruce, who
as an actor. I'm really ashamed
just finished a "nova' film.
that, when my college went on
"The Strawberry Statement,"
strike for two weeks over a real
know' only vaguely from, the
Injustice. I took advantage by
late, late show.
sleeping late. I've changed a
"Since I've been in Hollylot., especially since working on
wood," says the 20-year-old,
this picture.
• ..
"that's only about three months,
Davidson, who kinks-18, is
everybody's said. 'Boy you sure
an example of the new Molly
came along at the right time'.
wood breed. He owns one suit.
But what they're really saying
but he rarely wears it "I
is that I'm no Clark Gable or
never worked with a so-called
Tyrone Power." He figures
star," he smiled. -I think I
44.
that his face isn't reminiscent
might want to laugh if I saw
of any heartthrob. Further, he
an actor throwing his weight
has no interest in trying to be
around."
one!
• • •
"Just say," he made a freaky
"WHY should an actor get
face, "that I'm lad of tall.
• special treatment? Making a
underweight, blond and my
Brno* Davidson
good movie, one that projects
real swine is Bruce Davidson
a positive, singular statement.
and my 'chipped tooth is also good n little bad."
'
real. I think people like myself
Bruce has starred in two must be a group effort. The
being in movies is the health- movies, "Last Summer," eEr- first day at MGM. after WP
turned from a long San Franiest thing that ever happened rently in release, and
to the American film industry," Strawberry Statement." Both cisco location, they hail a ear
emphasizes the stage-trained. are about real, young people waiting to take me to the C0111•
fair-skinned lad who looks like Both examine, the good and , ItliSafiry which WaN onlyja block
the boy next door rather than bad, the strength and weakness ; sway. Why should I ride when
Hollywood's version of the boy of the emerging generation and, absolutely brilliant ty- tmicians
; have to walk"' Besides. walkIn a wider sense, all of us.
next door.
40041 for y011, cspecially
• •
-Last Summer" pinpointed ing
•'YOU -111.1CAllt a lot of people the beauty of the individual if you're walking with Kim
Darby. Bruce continued
In the industry crying about the with flashes of human cruelty
"Maybe if I stopped all the
loss of glamor. I'm from Phila- The Strawberry Statement,
delphia and I never saw any one ofathe first major studio wars, all the inpisti.nt
glamor. whatever that is," Da- attempts to "tell it like it •." made hatred evaporate, then
is based on 19-year-old Janie. would deserve Spf'11•1:11
ry.at vidson said
ment "
"Cinema will be the greatest Kunen's book :who'd collegc
Davidson has'
: tionc.1 down
art form ever. Glamor is some- sent.
about a dozen impoti.int
thing for Palm Beach. There's
•
THE SCREEN pl.iy v. ‘%1 it - and contr:o ts with 1/1:111,,
no plt•ce for It in art. How can
you be an artist if s•ou're wor- ten by two-time OBIE winning eating clam,e, and fringe tome ried about your image. your plus witght istael Holovitz Age fits
•
hair 7 The vital. successful new 30. And it was (hurt lei& by. 2ft- _
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emotional illness, striking some
3,000,000 and costing $20 billion a year, obviously requires
all the resources we can provide—private as well as public.
Joining. with professional societies, such as the medical society and psychiatric, psycho
logical, social work, and nursing
organizations, with local, state,
and national government agencies, the voluntary association
in your community or state—
and the National Association
for Mental Health at the national level—performs essential
and indispensable roles in fighting mental illness and promoting mental health.
Some of the vital roles include these:

Helping improve hospital
care, Mental Health Association volunteers bring direct

By STU
UPI Sport
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services, gifts, and friendship
to patients.
Adequate rehabilitation services can cut readmissions to
Mental hospitals from 35 percent to 10 percent; such services are often carried out
through help of the Ashociation,
aiding through social clubs,
halfway houses, and work
training and employment programs.

Mental health associations
carried out by "odd-totters, bellies but
in the process lost also help initialc,
&LIPP:in, and
together with round-lot c I
the flavor, now have put it back operate critically needed
commers covering short positio In again
with the help of deadly munity facilities and programs,
and by all accounts...institutio gamma
such as community centers,
rays.
al investors played no gr
Dubbed "atomic rice," the counseling clinics, and walk-in
role," according to Abraham
new, better-tasting grain—the clinics, as well as day-care resiCo. But the company believes staple
diet of Asia's teeming dential, and special school prothat the odd-lot and round-lot millions-is undergoing
ad- grams for emotionally disturbed
people "may be largely satis- vanced
children.
field trials and agriculfied for now." It therefore sees tural scientists
say it should be
Special edocation materials
the future as depending upon on dinner
tables within a year. are developed and seminars are
"a revival of demand from
Developers of the new rice conducted for clergymen, police
Individual and institutional in- report
higher grain quality, officers, business and indusvestors and on a rejuvenation earlier
maturing and greater trial executives, and for other
of speculative spirits general- resistance
groups
to disease than the quently whose members frely."
original miracle rice developed people come in contact with
who have emotional
—
by the Philippine-hased InternaThe Dines Letter advises that tional Rice Research Institute problems.
all technical signs add up to the (IRE!).
There are only a few examfact that the market is "still The miracle
rice which hit ples of your voluntary Assobearish" and adds that "short- the world in 1966 helped spark ciation's roles and - activities.
term strength should for the the so-called "green revolution" They show why the Association
moment be treated as bear making many previously hun- asks for your support, focusiag
market rallies." Although It gry countries self-sufficient in attention on May as mental
could come soon, the newsletter food. But there had been health month. But the Mental
believes that a "major buy reports of farmers switching Health Association's needs—
and its services and programs
eitnal...4ras not yet arrived."
back to the traditional low-yield —ate guit restricted to Sae
varieties in the face
month in the year. They are
widespread complaints over the continuing, day and week and
taste of miracle rice, called month in and out.
Simon Bolivar, a soldier. 1R8,
statesman, freed six Latin
The greatest impact in Asia
American countries from Span- of atomic rice is expected to lie
ish rule
in its grain quality, what makes
it taste better,
Dr. Illuminado G. Valencia,
43-year-old chief of the Agricultural Sciences Department of
the Philippine Atomic Reactor
Center (PARC) that made the
breakthrough, said three new
varieties of the Indica rice
preferred throughout most of
Asia, are not plump and chalky
like miracle rice.
The new grains, narrow and
with "very little" of the chalky
belly, are better tasting, he
said.
But atomic rice retains the
same high-yield qualities of
miracle rice, about 11,520 HELLO, SNANGER
More
pounds per 2.4 acres for atomic than two deputes ago you
rice against 12,240 pounds for couldn't pick up a news1128. Instead of the 120 days paper without seeing this
NEW HEW CHIEF • Presi- from planting to harvesting for face. But not much since.
198, atomic rice matures in He is Thomas E.Dewey, who
dent Nixon's choice for secabout 95 days,
was a Republican presidenretary of Health, Education
Valencia said two problems tial nominee, shown at a Reand Welfare is Elliot
the new strains have riot solved publican fund-raising event
Richardson (a b o v er, who
are the need for lots of water
served as assistant secretary
•
yoric.:; •
and nitrogen, requiring expenand acting secretary in the
fertilizer.
nitrogenou
s
Eisenhower administration. sive
Valencia is leaving for South
USE ITCH-ME-NOT
Richardson, w h o 'succeeds
Korea later this month to help
TO STOP THAT ITCH!
Robert H. Finch, who goes
develop radiation mutation Acts like a leen! aiseetlsetic. Apply
to the White House in
quick-drying ITCH-ME-NOT day er
art
advisory clipacity, has been; techniques oo the Japonica rice, night tor ...nue, insect bites, tee
itch. ether surface rashes. Antisepstickier
fluffier,
type
eaten
a
tic action kills genus In •Peed
undersecretary of State. ,
heelIf net pleased In 15 minutes.
thee as well as Japan and ing.
your 59c back. TODAY at
most Western countries where
HOLLAND DRUG CO.
pod
if is normally used in rice
ding.
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TRAINING RANGE BLAST KILLS SEVEN
Boots and 'other
articles of clothing blown off 14e victims' bodies
mark the
site where an explosion killed 'Sewn soldiers
and injured
five others taking demolition training
at Ft. Bragg, N.C.
The blast was blamed on a premature
explosion of TNT

OFFICES ALSO TO CLOSE

FOR ATHLETE'S FOOT
USE KERATOLYTIC ACTION
BECAUSE—

ON FRIDAY, JULY 3

It sloughs

on sod dissolves affected
State offices, which
were skin. Exposes deepest Infection to Its
closed on Friday, May 29, in killing action. Get quick-drying T-4-L.,,
keratolytic, at any drug counter.
observance of Memorial Day, •
FAST relief or your Mc back. NOW
Saturday, May 30, also will be " HOLLAND
DRUG CO.
darted on Friday, July 3, in observance of Independence Day,
which also falls on a
Saturday,
July 4.
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Joe Pepitone
slam homer, I
National League
Wednesday night
Houston Astros
over New York
Mets first bas
Berra with hi:
mance.
"He (Berra) 11
out of me," salt
Jim McGlocIdi
less than medioc
In five seaso
California Angel
after pitching
hitter for Cinc
Reds beat the M
7-0, for their
victory.
"I guess you c.
been fortunate,"
lin, referring to I
brought him to C
California.
In other NW
games, Atlanta '
phis, 5-1; San I
Chicago, 11-8;
tripped St. Louis
Francisco clowne
4-2.
Pepitone pow
Ryan fast ball I
field seats to c
fourth inning. F
the last of ti
relievers, presi
Lemaster's fouri
three innings of
ine.
Tony Perez and
backed McGlocklii
ing by belting
mers.
Atlanta
used
second inning and
pitching of Geor
beat Philadelphia
man's two-run
single highlighted
big inning which
to coast to his s
shaddled Chris St
sixth loss,
Home runs by
and 011ie Browr
radres past Ch
Williams, Jim Hi
Popovich and Joh
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Joe Moeller, pitc
complete game
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MENTAL HEALTH MATTERS

NEW YORK (UP!).- Before
you get your hopes up over th
recent market rally keep
mind that the basic reasons for
the "worst bear market sinc
1929" are still with us, th
Alexander Hamilton Institut
warns. The company notes th
the economy is still "soft,'
inflation remains uncheck 1 0
the dark Horse Republican money is still tight, "and we'r
817B8cIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray, per week 35g., per
candidate for president. He won far from being out of th
Mania i..s4. In Cauoway and adjoining counties, per year. afthoi
the election the following international woods." Since "
IMAM 1 dE 3, ila.uu, alsewhere $16.0u. All service subscriptions VIM
November.
bear market usually does I 0
-Mos unisismdmos Lens Amass sfa Osomiumity is the
In 1927 Charles Lindbergh immediately reverse its trend,'
lassgrity sr isa Nawspanse
was welcomed home by Pres- the institute• forsees a period o
ident Calvin Coolidge after his base building "before a
historic solo flight across the tamed upturn gets under way.
THURSDAY - JUNE 11, 19711
Atlantic Ocean.
— -in 1-963 federalized National
"The explosive recoil from
Guard troops stood by as Gov. the undue pessimism of lat
George Wallace "allowed two May" dissipated last week
0
Negroes to enroll at the the market "entered a phase o
LEDGER & TIMES FILE
University of Alabama.
azting and consolidation,"
In 1969 labor leader John L. cording to stand2rd & Poor'
Blinding permits for the city of Murray for the months of Lewis, president emeritus of Corporation. If there is
the United
Mine Workers "dramatically adverse news"
May and June indicate construction of over $188,000.
The City Council last night accepted the proposal of W. L. Union, died at the age of 89. the company sees "the lat
--May reversal as a majo
Lyons and Company to become the fiscal agent for the new hosA thought for the day: Miguel Writing point. "However
pital project
,
de Cervantes sakl,!!tell me thy adds that corrections foil
Vade Bolton has }Dined the staff—et-the Memorial Bá
company and I'll tell thee what the upsurge "could lead
Churchas minister of music.
thous art."
seesaw movements within fair
Mrs. Joe ell Rayburn was elected chairman of the Delta Dely broad confines for som
partment of the Murray Woman's Club.
period of time......

20 Years Ago Today
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Pepitone Leads Astros Over
Mets with Grand Slam,Doubl
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Chicago Bears Sign
Two Men Yesterday

CHICAGO (UPI)-- The Chicago Bears Thursday announced
By STU CAMEN
Allen's error, stole second and the signing of Glen Holloway,
UPI Sports Writer
tallied on a single by Billy their No. 10 draft choice from
Joe Pepitone belted a grand
North Texas State.
slam homer, his first as a Grabarkewitz. Mike Torrez was
By VITO STELLINO
second big league start.
charged with the defeat.
National Leaguer, and a double
UPI Sports Writer
Mery Hettenmund's two-out
Willie McCovey, Willie Mays
No one is taking the New triple in the seventh inn*
Wednesday night in leading the
"
and
Kai
Hender
son
each
Houston Astros to a 54 victory
ork Yankees very seriously snapped a 1-1 tie and gave
'
(
homered to power San Francisover New York and he credited
ese
days-Baltim
except
the Baldore its victory ovael":
co
1
past Pittsburgh. Mays'
Mets first base coach Yogi
ore Orioles . . and maybe California. The Orioles had be
round tripper snapped a 2-2 tie
Berra with his fine perfore Yankees.
three straight games to the,in the eighth inning and came
The club also signed free
few but nobody he ever fined
By MILTON RICHMAN
mance.
"You bet I consider them a Angels but they pinned the lose
off Bob Moose who allowed only agent Jim Gatziolls, a 250
had
refused
to
pay before.
UPI Sports Writer
"He (Berra) inspires the hell
real," Jim Palmer insisted on Clyde Wright.
four hits in eight innings. pounder
who
esferday's Results
plays
either
NEW YORK (UPI)-Go Ma
Just Don't Agree
out of me," said Pepitone.
ednesday
after
night
he
Gaylord Perry went the dis- offensive or defensive tackle. gure ballplayers.
Bristol assured Hovley he
Jim McGlocklin, who posted a
itched an eight-hitter to give
In other American League
tance for the Giants, giving up Gatziolos, from Chicago, played
Not
would
pay
Inclu
the
Curt
Hovley
fine
ded
and
Flood
gets so %MI
less than mediocre 33-43 record
e Orioles a 2-1 ,victory over games, Oakland downed Clevesix hits while upping his record two years at Nebraska.
was
just
insiste
as
about
he
nt
being traded, he makes a
in
five seasons with the to 9-6.
e California Angels and keep land, 6-4, Washington routede
wouldn't so that put things
federal case of it.
American League
California Angels, is now 8-3
41/z games ahead of the Kansas City, 8-1, Detroit beati
squarel
y up to Marvin Milkes,
East Division
Steve Hovley is told he's
after pitching a nifty threegulg Yankees.
Milwaukee, 7-5, and Boston:.
Won Lost Pct.
GB
going to be dealt and not only Milwaukee's general manager.
Baltimote
hitter for Cincinnati as the
36
The Yanks, who became the nipped Chicago, 7-6, in 14
19
655 —
New Vote
22
Hovley talked with Milkes but Detroit
24
.571
doesn't it bother him, he
4,7a
Reds beat the Montreal Expos,
rgotten team in New York Innings.
25
26
.490
9
would not back down. Accor- Boston
welcomes the idea.
25
26
.490
7-0, for their fifth straight
9
ast year when the Mets
Washington
24
29
.453
11
dingly,
Milkes
Cleveland
Their two cases are rather
notified Hovley
21
victory.
30
The Boston-Chicago game
-ame folk heroes, ripped off
.412 13
West Division
different but in a sense they thek brewers had no place for Minnesota
"I guess you can just say I've
eir seventh win in eight was a sloppy affair that,
34
16
680 —
California
are almost the same. Both nub hinlion their ball club. He said Oakland
34
20
.630
been fortunate," said McGlock2
games by downing the Minneso- typically, was decided on Bill
30
25
.545
61
are challenging the establish- every effort would be made to Chicago
27
lin, referring to the trade which
34
ta
Twins by an identical 2-1 Melton's error in the 14th
382
157
2
Kansas
20
13
ment, Curt Flood seems to be trade him and an announce- MilwaukeCity
.377 15'4
brought him to Cincinnati from
score to keep on the Orioles' inning, his second of the game.
e
(7
NEW
37
31.1111S (UPI) —
.315 19
Bill
clause
Went
•
binds
doing
to
Today's
that
a
pretty
effect
would be
player to the
Games
well. With Steen
C alifornia.
heels.
Melton misplayed Gerry Moses'
Washingt
Veeck, who has been flaying fat team
(Bosman 5-5)
a tkonsas
with which he signs Hoviey though, the score up to Made to the press. Milkes even City (Butleron2-4),
night
In other National League cat for the
It turned out Wednesday grounder with two out in the
Milwauke
last 30 years, unless he is traded or
e
(Brabend
now is the establishment 1, offered to show the announce- (Niekro 5-41, night er 2-7) al Detroit night that
sold.
games, Atlanta beat Philadel- engaged in his
a two-run homer by 14th as George Scott scored
favorite form of
Veeck rejected the argument Steve Hovley 0.
Oakland (Dobson 541 at
ment to Hovley beforehand but
phia, 5-1; San Diego held off amusement Wednes
Cleveland
Horace Clarke (his fourth) was from third.
(McDoweri 1-41, negeit
day when that a modification
the
Hovley
outfiel
der
is
California
wasn't
a
that
of
(R. May 4-3) at
second-year
the
Chicago, 11-8; Los Angeles he testified
Baltimore all that Mel Stottlemyre needed
(Cuellor 6-4), night
against organized clause would destroy
competi- player with the Milwaukee interested.
tripped St. Louis, 4-2; and an baseball's
to boost his record to 6-4.
Only Games Scheduled
Detroit rallied for four runs
reserve clause.
tion by permitting a few rich Brewers. He's a 24-year
"You
go
right ahead," Hovley
Yesterday's Results
Francisco downed Pittsburgh, "The argume
-old
Stottlemyre stopped the Twins In
the
seventh
to
nt that a change clubs to accumulate most
beat
of the left-handed hitter with faff said to Millais. "I know the Oakland I, Cleveland 4
4-2.
on four hits to beat rookie Bert Milwaukee. Al Kaline
in the reserve clause will star players.
socked
speed and some power. Enough club has to make an announce- Baltimore 2, California
Pepitone powered a Nolat destroy baseball
Blyleven, who was making his reliever John Gelnar's first
1
is absurd,"
so that there was an immediate Ment of some kind, but I don't New York 2, Minnesota i
Ryan fast ball into the right said the former
pitch for a two-run homer and
owner-general
read
respon
the
newspa
se
from
pers
Washin
other
gton 8, Kansas City I
anyway."
clubs what
field seats to cap a five-run manager of
Gates Brown's two-run pinch
Son Diode
the St. Louis SIGN LYNCH
25
34
.424
1742
the
Brewer
Detroit 7, Milwaukee 5
s said he was on thil
fourth inning. Fred Gladcting, Browns, Clevel
Today's Games
single capped the inning.
and Indians and
Cincinnati (Merritt 11.31 at Montreal
SEATTLE (UPI)- The Seat- trading block because of an PHILLIES SELECT FOUR
Neap at Boston, night
the last of three Houston Chicago White ,i6ox,"
(Morton 5-31 night
Frank Howard hit a two-run
PHILADELPHIA (UPI) because tle Supersonics of the National insubordinate act.
Aflame (Neon 7.2) at Prinadetphla
relievers, preserved
single in The second inning and
Denny the scuMers will always beat Basket
(Wise 4-31, night
The Philadelphia Phillies Wedball
Associa
Shows
tion
a
nUp
Late
St.
Louis
Letnaster's fourth win with the fat cats in that
(Carollon 3-7) at Los Angeles
Paul Casanova drove in two
game,"
(Sutton 7.5), night
National League
flounced Wednesday the signing
The trouble all came abdut nesday signed four players
three innings of shutout pitchChicago (Hands 7-41 at San Diego
runs with a double and a single
"The
reserve clause ;Is of their fifth-round draft
*electe
East Division
d
in
the
free
agent
last
draft.
(Coombs
week
5-4
when Hovley showed
or CorkIns 4-51, night
choice,
Woo Lest Pcl,
ing.
as Washington beat Kansas
GB
morally and legally indefensi- Boyd Lynch
Only Games Scheduled
The players are first baseman Chicago
29
of Eastern Ken- up nearly a half hour late for
21
HO —
Tony Perez and Bernie Carbo ble," said Veeck,
City.
Pittsburgh
Yesterday's Results
IS
21
before Feder- tucky.
SOO
4
Bruce
Butler,
from
Sacram
day game with Cleveland at
en- New York
27
backed McGlocklin's fine pitch- al Court Judge
21
.491
04
C1ncinnad 7, Montreal I
Oakland jumped to a 4-0 lead
Si, Louis
Irving Ben
25
26
490
474
County Stadium in Milwaukee. to. Calif., second baseman Bill Philadelp
--ing by belting three-run ho- Cooper officially
hia
Houston 5, New York 3
in hhe second inning and then
closed the ASHE UPSETS LUTZ
McInigle from Menlo Park, Montreal
Dave
19
34
Bristol
351
111
/
,
2
the
Brewers!
mers.
San Francisco 4, Pittsburgh 2
used five pitchers to hang on
case on the Curt Flood trial.
WOW MOWS
NOTTINGHAM, England manager, called Hovley into his Calif., pitcher Chris Bradford Cincinnati
41
Atlanta
51
.732 —
used
Atlanta 5, Philadelphia 1
a four-run "I'm testifying to that now and
for the win over Cleveland,
Atlanta
from
Concor
...
(UPI)
Calif.,
d,
sr
23
.551
Arthur
10
office
and
Ashe
and
of the
asked him what doe
second inning and the three-hit I've been on record
Los Angeles
Paul Lindblad got the win in
St. Louis at Los Angeles, night
.. 39
25
.3.45 107b
with that United States upset Davis Cup reason was. The
Francisco . .... 21
31
.446 16
outfielder said catcher John Dusenberry from San
pitching of George Stone to statement since 1941,"
Chicago at San Diego, night
relief.
Newton
...
.431
115
32
17
Ashevil
N.C.
le,
colleague Bob Lutz, 7-5, 7-5, his alarm clock had failed to
beat Philadelphia
Bob TillJudge Cooper, after Wednes- Wednes
day in the round-robin ring and he had overslept.
man's
two-run
bases-loaded day's session, gave both sides
competition of the John Player
"Well you're late, and you'll
single highlighted the Braves' additional weeks to
supply tennis tournament.
have to pay like anyone else,wl
big inning which enabled Stone documents which
they may
--Bristol said, referring to the
to coast to his sixth win, and deem necessary to his
consider- VETERANS SIGN
stipulated fine for that tame
shaddied Chris Short with his ation and said he would
reserve
BUFFALO, N.Y. (UPI).-The gression he had set down
sixth loss.
way.
decision on judgment. He also
Home runs by Ivan Murrell reserved decision on an applica Buffalo Bills of the National back in spring training.
- Football
"I
League
won't
announ
pay
ced
it," Steve
and 011ie Brown paced the tion by clubowners
for a Wednesday
the signing
of Hovley said.
Tadres past Chicago. Billy dismissal of the
suit and a veteran quarterbacks Jim HarThat did it.
Williams, Jim ,Bickleen, Paul request by Flood's attorne
y to ris and Tom Sherman.
Dave Bristol has manager
Popovich and Johnny Callison grant a summary
judgment.
professional baseball clubs 14,
--homered for Chicago.
Flood brought the $3-million WIRTZ ELECTED
'years now ranging all the wee:
Joe Moeller, pitching his first suit against baseball
after the
MONTREAL (UPI)
- WIlliam from Hornell to Cincinnati and
complete game since 1964, St. Louis Cardinals traded
him Wirtz, president of the Chicago during that time he has
handled.
helped the Dodgers turn back to the Philadelphia
Phillies. He Black
Hawks
pretty fair
was
elected some
St. Louis. The Dodgers scored was refuse
d permission to chairman of the board of ballplayers like Pete country
Rose,
what proved to be the winning negotiate with
other clubs and governors of the Nationa Johnny Bench,
l
Tony Perez,
run in the fifth when Willie claims he is
being denied his Hockey League Wednesday.
Tommy Helms Vada Pinson
Davis rot aboard on Richie ,rights as a citizen
. The reserve
and Leo Cardenas to name a
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Instant Heat Rebel
is lust a RIMERS
away!
NO DEFROST
REFRIGERATOR
SECTION

5.000 BTU'S

100-LB
ZERO
FREEZER

EGG AND
DAIRY
COMPARTMENTS

115-Volt Plug-in
Portable Air Conditioner
Ideal tor medium-size bedrooms
Modal AS1‘0512DZ

TWIN
PORCELAIN
CRISPERS
Instant Heat Relief -- you can have it today! The little portable air
conditioner shown above is really great value. It consumes only 11
/
2
amperes and can be plugged right into any ordinary, adequately wired
household circuit. It even draws less watts than your toaster. It has
two speeds (Hi and Lo Cool) plus Reserve Cooling Powerok for those
extra hot, extra humid days. At this price, why toss on steamy nights
when you can have instant heat relief with Fedders - the world's most
famous air conditioner.

DRAWS ONLY 71
/
2 AMPERES
• Pick it off the shelf
• Pack it in your car
• Remove it from the carton
• Place it in your window
• Secure the Easy-Mount sides
• Plug it into 115 volts
Cool sleep it's wonderful

REVERSIBLE
RIGHT or LEFT
-HAND DOORS

FEDDERS-Worm's largest NUN air conditioners

MURRAY HOME & AUTO

REG.279"

Author it'd Faddy
Instant Heat

haw station

[OTASCO

13e1-Air Shopping Center
9-8 Monday-Saturday
Clos.bd Sunday
753-8391
THESE *NC!! GOOD AT All CT:4C0 STUB

BANK AMF PICARD

WE PURCHASED 20 TRUC
K LOADS
OF REFRIGERATORS IN ORCE
R TO
BRING YOU THESE TRULY
REMARKABLE SAVINGS
Sr.( THIS SPECIAL VALUE
TODAY'
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Miss Cathey Lee Beach Becomes Bride Tea Shower Given
Of Kie Haghighi In Las Vegas Ceremony Saturday Afternoon
For Miss Overcast
The sanctuary of the Little'
Mrs. Robert Beach
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Mrs. J. B. Burkeen

Phone 753-1917 or 753-4947

Mr. and
Thursday, June 11
Chapel of the West, Las Vegas, were the couple's best man and
Miss Sheria Jane Overcast,
The Blankenship Circle of the
Nevada, was the setting of the matron of honor respectively bride-elect of John Erwin UsSouth Pleasant Grove United
wedding of Mist Cathey Lee Kr. and Mrs. Ken Roach, form- derwood, was honored at a tea
Methodist Church will meet It
Beach, daughter of Mr. a n d er residents of Kirksey, served shower Saturday afternoon, May
7:30 p.m. at the home of Mrs
Mrs. Robert Beach, Chicago, as attendants.
23, in the social hell of Mason
Geneva Cooper.
to Kin Haghighi, son of Mrs. After the wedding the new Chapel
Methodist
United
•• •
G. a Haghighi and the late Mr. bride and groom were guests Church.
WILS
Haghighi, Geneva, Switzerland. for dinner at the Landmark HoThe
of the Elm Grove
and
pink
of
A color scheme
Baptist Church will hold its
Rev. Robert W. Richards per- tel in Las Vegas.
what was carried out. The re
general meeting at the church
formed the impressive double On May 2 at four o'clock in mstry was covered with a cloth
at 1:30 p.m. Mrs. Walton Full
ring ceremony at six o'clock in the afternoon the newlyweds of white satin on which was
the evening.
arson will be the leader.
Miss Mary Stein, cultural inwere guests at an open recept- placed a vase of pink roses,
'IS
terest chairman of the Kenion in Chicago, Ill., at the home white plume pen, and a white
A lovely arrangement of of the bride's parents.
Miss Barbara Lynne Brown, tucky Division of the AAUW, Miss Earlene Warford, brideThe Cumberland Presbyterian
bride's book, a gift of the hoswhite and pink spring flowers,
June 20th bride-elect of Dennis attended a state board meeting elect of Danny Ray Woods, an- Women of the North Pleasant
Mr. and Mrs. Haghighi left tesses.
accented on each side with
Goodwin, was the honoree at a Saturday, June 6, at Lexington nounces her completed wedding Grove Church will meet at the
The tea table was covered
greenery and flanked by can- May 31 for a 45 day honey- with pink net drapery highlight
home of Mrs. Delia Graham at
delightfully planned tea held at at which plans were made for plans.
dles in gold candelabra cone moon trip to Switzerland and. ,ed with net bows. An arrange
The double-ring ceremony 1:30 p.m.
• the lovely home of Mrs. Ronald a workshop to be held in Rich•••
Dieted the wedding scene.
other parts of Europe.
ment of pink roses and baby
;Crocker, Route 3, Princeton, mond September 25-28. "Ameri- will be solemnized at four o'clock
in
afternoon
Upon returning from their breath interlaced with tiny pink
the
Saturon
Wagon NewWelcome
The
ca's
Foreign
Policy"
will
be
the
on
Saturday,
16th.
May
The bride was lovely in a ml- European trip, the couple will
. The gracious hostesses for theme of workshop with Dr. day, June 13, in the First Bap- comers Club will meet at the
cro-mini white crepe dress be residing at 3136 Maple Drive, velvet bows in a container of
Jeannie Paulette sills, fortist Church of Murray. Dr. H. Community Center at 7:30 pm
the occasion were Mrs. Cro- Normal Hill and Dr. Abduel Etiwhich featured an empire line LaCrosse, Wisconsin where Mr. cut glass backed by silver can- merly of Hardin,
•••
C. Chiles and her father, Bev.
Kentucky; is
cker and Mrs. Wallace Pyle. ai as speakers.
trimmed with mall pink flow- Haghighi is food service direc- delabra bearing pink lighted a 19'70 graduate of
Earl Warlord, will perform the
Clarksville
Friday, June 11
centerpiece.
tapers.
eerved
as
Receiving
guests
the
with
the
ers and accented with long fea- tor for Viterbo College, employMrs. Bill Sparta and children, ceremony.
The western party will be
Pink reeks and white aatinette High School in Clarksville, Ar- honoree were her mother, Mrs.
thering nylon aleeves,,She wore ed by Szabo Food of Chicago.
kansas Her parents are Mr.
David and Andrea Gail, of Creheld at the Calloway Comity
were
bows
pink
with
used
cloths
program
nuptial
music
of
A
and
a miniature pink --carnation
Murray,
sirs.
Lloyd
Brown
of
M.
James
C.
vecoeur,
Sills.
Haghighi,
have
Mo.,
forbeen
a
Mrs.
the
Manew
The
Country Club. A barbecue supcaught in netting in her hair. mer student at Murray State, on the guest tables and the gift ternal grandparents are Mr. and her mother-in-law to be, guests of her parents, Mr. and will be presented by Mrs. John
tables.
and Mrs. Carl Wiley of Almo, Mrs. Gilbert Goodwin of Prin- Mrs. Cletus Hubbs. Mr. Sparks Bowker, organist and Miss Judy per will be from 7:30 to II:30
Her only jewelry was a diamond and her father, Robert Beach.
p.m. followed by dancing. For
Miss Vicki Overcast, sister of and paternal griusiparents
clustered pearl necklace, a gift are natives of the Murray area
are
and son, Richard, Joined them Adams, vocalist.
reservations call Mr. and Mrs
the bride-elect, welcomed the Mr. and Mrs. Loyd sills of ceton.
Attending
of the groom.
Warlord
Miss
as Harold
and have many friends and et guests at the registry. In the Hardin.
For the event the honoree here for a short visit The famHurt or Mr. and Mrs.
maid-of-honor will be her sister,
latives here. Mr. and Mrs. Fe- receiving line were Miss OverMiss Sills' activities while in chose to wear a light blue knit ily also visited in Paducah with Miss Mary Dell Warlord of Lou--Buddy Valentine.
Sparks'
Mrs.
lix Beach are the paternal cast; Mrs. Brooks Underwood, high school have
• •-•
brother,
Sonny
with
blue
accessories.
been both on
grandparents.
Mrs. Brown wore a blue I-rit Bubb, and family, and Mr. isville. Bridesmaids are Misses
Friday, Juno 12
the groom-elect's mother; and the school and community level.
Sparks' parents, Mr. and Mrs Brenda Richardson and. Irene
Out of town guests for the Mrs. Joe T. Rainey, a sister of She was secretary In Girl
The North Murray liomemnk
Scouts with brown trim and brown ticFutrell. The flower girl will be
wedding and reception includ- the bride-to-be. Miss Overcast for one of the two years that 'cessories. Mrs. Goodwin
John Sparks.
era Club will have a picnic at
was
•
•
•
Miss
Teresa
Woods,
sister
of the home of Mrs.
ed Mrs. Mary Lou Beach, Or- was attired in pink brocade ac- she was affiliated with that or- attired in a blue and
Charlie Crawwhite
Mrs. B. B. Hook is now re- the groom-elect
hard Lake, Mich., Bobbie, Be- cented by whits lace. Her cor- ganization, and Vice President
ford at 11:30 a.m.
beige
dress
with
accessories.
Serving Mr. Woods as best
cuperating at her home on Mi• ••
lle home of Mrs. Ted How-ginia, Michael, Marcia, and Ber- sage, a gift of ibis hostesses, was of her class for one year. she
The honoree was presented a
nerva Drive after having un- man will be Jerry Hopper.
ard on Sycamore Street was thry Beach, Mr. and Mrs. Pat of white carnations. Mrs. Un- was a member of the library and
Saturday, June 13
bey orchid by the hostesses. dergone
scene of a bridal shower give Kavanaugh, Kaukana, Wuicon- derwood wore orchid knit with office staffs for two years, and
surgery at a Paducah Groomsmen will be Ronnie
Glen Sims will be honored ci
mother
of
the
The
bride
wore
the
Future
Woods
Jeff
and
Woods,
Barbrothers
Gib
Mrs.
and
Mr.
and
Homemakers
in honor of Miss Diana Cavi
hospital.
ofa potluck dinner by all interesta gift corsage of white carna- America for
•yellow rose corsage and her
S'S
three years. While
of the groom-elect.
bride-elect of Kent Hale, o er, St. Louis, Mo.
ed persons at the Carmen Livetions.
•••
In
mother-in-law
F.H.A.,
to
she
be
wore
a
pink
received
Ushers are Don Roberson and stock powiii„n
both the
Thursday, May 21, at sevenThe guests were served junior and chapter
at 7:30 p.m.
degrees of resse corsage.
Dana Roberson.
thirty o'clock in the evening.
•••
punch, mints, nuts, and cake by achievement. She has been a
The table was overlaid with a
Mrs.
Benny
Warlord,
LouisMesdames Howard, Learon
A car wash will be held at
the hostesses: Mesdames Hue- member of the Future Teachers
white cutwork cloth, centered
ville, sister-in-law of the bride- Clifford's Gulf
McGary, Earl Nanny, Jack Winben Chrionan, Frank Coles, of America and French Club.
from seven a.m.
elect, will preside over t h e
chester, Doris Harmon, an
with
an
arrangement
of
yellow
seven p.m., sponsored by the
Hampton Erwin, Calvin Key, While secretary of the Future
guest
register.
John C. Steele were the hosChrist Ambassadors of First AsCarmon Parks, and Allen Rus- Business Leaders of America and white flowers. The silver
Rev. and Mrs. Earl Warlord sembly of
tesses for the occasion.
sell, and Misses Bonita Chris- during her senior year, she coffee service was used along
God for church camp.
Invite
all friends and relatives
Miss Cavitt chose to wear for
•••
man and Ruby Nell Erwin. Mu- was runner-up to the title of with a crystal cutwork punch
imver
were
n.
J.
Dr.
Mrs.
and
to attend the wedding and the
the event a blue dress and was
Monday, June IS
sic at the piano was furnished Miss FBLA. The annual FBLA bowl. Serving were Mrs. M.R.
District
Kenfosthe
hosts
First
reception which will follow in
presented with a corsage of yelThe Penny Homemakers Club
throughout the aftennoon by chapter activities report which Morris and Mrs. Wallace Pyle.
the fellowship hall of the will meet at
low rosebuds by the hostesses tucky Association of Chiroprac- the groom-e
she compiled and prepared was
Refreshments
of
the Holiday Inn at
cookies.
By
lect's
United
sister,
Preis
Miss
laternationa
church.
awarded second piece in state,;mints
Her mother, Mrs. N. P. Cavitt, tors held on Saturday, June 6. Sharon Underwood,
ten am. with Mrs. Ruby Harrell
and nut.s were served.
and by his competition.
•••
Now
and her mother-in-law to be, at the Triangle Inn.
She
has
there's'
a quick and
been a
as hoeipas.
usin, Miss Ann Erwin.
Mrs. Harold Morris presided easy
Special guests were the queen
member of the National Honor
way to lighten all brows.
Mrs. Norman Hale, were also
cc.
Approximately eighty-five Sri Society and is
at
the
guest
register.
First
posture
the
from
of
Disin
the
upper
10%
It's done via anew creamy eyepresented hostesses' gift corTuesday, Jun* 16
ends attended and sent gifts.
Mrs.
Boyd,
Loyd
aunt
of
the
of
Janet
Duncan
of
her
trict,
Miss
graduating
class. She
sages of rosebuds.
brow lightener that gives that
•••
The Junior Golfers, age,
The first full line of ekcreceived achievement and out- bride, attended from Murray. subtly-paled
Games were played and the Mayfield.
brow look. The tronic wrist-wa
standing
ability
tches perfected seven through fifteen, will play
awards
Thirty
- eight guests attended manufacturer says
in the
The poster posture contest
honoree opened her many loveall brows through the efforts
courses of shorthand and typing during the hours of two to four
of the Swiss every Tuesday, beginning at
winners from the First District
can be lightened, toned or
ly gifts
▪ during her senior year. she o'clock.
Horological Electronic Center nine a.m., at the Oaks Country
Refreshments of punch, cake, and their parents were present.
color-Mended depending upon
also held a major role in the
was introduced at the 1970 Club.
nuts, and mints were served They were Clay Robinson, son of
the particular shade and the
•••
senior class play.
Bask
Watch Fair. Reaching
Robinson
and
Kr.
ReidMrs.
of
from the table overlaid with a
amount used. Each of three
Miss Sills has been in 4-H
to
a
maximum
Theresa
place;
NEW
Miss
ftrst
land,
peak
DELHI
of
accur(UP!) - Hyenas
lace cloth and centered with a
Home permanent lotion hues creates a completely diffor three years and has held
acy, good to one minute per have devoured 37 chlldren over
floral arrangement of yellow Dover, daughter of Dr. and Mrs.
Miss Kaye Wallis, whose m
the offices of photographer, Ow comes in an aerosol can - ferent brow look-from a pale
Dover,
J.
B.
year,
second
Hazel,
the
place; liege to Robert Crouch will
computerized control the past year in Stipaur District
roses. Silver and crystal apsecretary, and Vice President you just push and a foam beige to a warm burnished
Teesa Erwin, daughter of an event of June la, WU the In her local club. she
timepieces will be available this of Uttur Pradesh State, Home
poistments were used.
is now comes out for here-and-there tone.
fall.
Minister Om Pradalrash Singh
Fifty ftelm were present or Mr and Mrs. Bob Erwin, Hazel, Honoree at a delightfully plansil serving ee,.preatdent or the 4-H
third place. Mrs. Edeard Curd ed breakfast held on Thursday. Chunty Cowell. She has slag
told the legislature Tuesday.
sent WW1 e.
.3 teacher for the Hazel eta- June 4, at nine-thirty o'clock in been a ilelegide to two state
ents.
the morning at the Holidayi 4-H meetings at which she re•
4 444444•11P4PAPP1111911P-1/4
ceived excellent ratings on ilThe winners were presented Inn.
114P4P411141141111P)111111,410111/OP PPPPPP /1"1/• "IP ill•44444
1111.4•4,./1
laques in recognition of their
Mrs. Gingles Wallis, Mrs, J. B.I lustrated talks given. As a re- Is
a
sult
ot
her
work.
4-H
work,
she
has
Wilson, Mrs. Marvin Fulton, and
•
Also attending were Dr. Rich- Mrs. John Pasco were the hoe been granted permission by the a
state
to
be
an
Arkansas
deleard Broeingermeyer, Dr. Mary tenses for the prenuptial oce.ua
gate on the 4-H Citizenship
Broeingermeyer, Dr. F. M. May- ton.
Short
Course
to
Washington,
field, Dr. and Mrs. Frank Medea.
•
The honoree chose to wear
Dr. and Mrs. Chester Walters from her trousseau a two piece D.C. during the roonth of July.
For the past year Jeannie a !
•
and children, Alan and Vicki, beige and brown linen aeeented has done
part-time secretarial
Dr. aud Mrs. Arnold Krause, with a printed scarf. She was work
for U.S. Congressman
Dr. and Mrs. Mel Tonnemache.r, presented with a corsage of yel John Paul Ham merschmidt of a
Dr. and Mn. Paul Parrott, Mrs low and white daisies. Mrs. Lay Fort Smith, Arkansas.
Fred Parrott, Dr. and Mrs. Vir- erne Wallis, mother of t
In September Miss Sills will •
gil Barker, and Dr. Charles bride-elect, wore a navy dou enter Freed- Hardeman college
;.:pstein.
ble knit dress witii white trim in Henderson, Tennessee where
* ••
she will ma)or in English. Her
and accessories.
STILL OUTNLMBERED
Centering the honoree's table tentative minor will be either C
LOS ANGELES (UPI).- The was a lositily ertangement of French or Business. Upon com- a
city of Los Angeles has a painted denial in' various col pletion of her work at Freed
willtransferto 1 a
population of 325,000 dogs, one on, inteersed with yellow
a
H
a asren
deim
oran sllege
he
possibly Okfor every nine persocils. and acica and'greeeirsr. Silver bas- lahoma co
a
Christian
'
college.
42,206 fire hydrants the Depart- kets of rice bags in the bride.
Her ambition is to travel
a
ment of Animal Regulatico elect's chosen colon were us- teach English in Europe. and •
•
b. A.
a
as
ed
table
reports.
decorations. Each
•
guest's place was marked with
a
place cards decorated with tiny
Now it's the computer put
rice bags and sprigs of lily of
to work to keep brides from
the valley.
getting six coffee pots, four a
A delicious fruit cup and
breakfast plate was served to silver' trays, three electric
irons-and the like. Scientifs et
the eighteen guests.
Miss Wallis was presented Resources Corp., of Philadel- •
with individual wedding gifts phia. is introducing a computer a
which' stores, gift shops. et a/, a
from each of the hostesses.
can use as a bridal registry •
• ••
plication of •

Barbara L. Brown
lionor—ed At Tea
At Princeton Home

Earleene Warford
Completes Plans
For Her Wedding

PERSONALS

DEAR ABS
friend who is in
perfectly charm
who are older,
younger or pre
something like,
take YOU out
ignored it, even
The last tin
making over a
home safely " I
know exactly ho
my temper. He
I haven't he
apologize for los

Former Resident
Honor Graduate

Howard Home Is
Scene Of Shower
For Miss Cavitt

Dr.And Mrs.Dover
Hosts For Dinner
For Chiropractors

Miss Kaye Wallis
Honoree At Bridal
Breakfast Recently

Factory Outlet

The
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WIG
Warehouse
Coming

Petunias - Geraniums - Marigolds Coleus - Lantanas - Sultanas Begonias - Hardy Cushion Mums and Others.

20% OFF
All Nursery Stock
You can plant container-grown
nursery stock all Summer.
EZITS Nice Plants
Hollies (several varieties) - Boxwood - Dwf. Red Maple - Golden
Vicary - Japonicas - Mahonia - Pyracantha - Spreading Junipers - Nandinar - Laurel - and Many Others

Shirley's Greenhouses
SOO N. Oh .

Murray,

Ky

DEAR ABB'
when a young n
obscenities at ai
obviously a very
Now, it ha
recommending Li
responsible posit
man's rude ant
husband back his
Should I me
opinion of such

DEAR CON(
same as yours.
your husband.
doesn't know
"aptitude" te
courteous, coot
qualify.

DEAR ABB1
woman becomes
live alone, she
[Preferably a di
Not MY mot
"independent."]
whatsoever. She
money in three
senior citizens' re
IL? Her children
expense equally.
The other to
strain on us. In f
could be "indepei
My mother-ti
wouldn't mind re
myself Do you 1
DEAR WEAF
CONFIDENT
I can give you th
to tell your hasisi
getting up every
year lip zipped h
What's your I
your chest. Writ
wow For a pa
envelope.
Letter writis
"Hew to Write
Abby. Box anal

TEL

SPORT COAT CLOSE OUTS -- -- Values to $38°43

1/
di

All BEDDINfi PLANTS AND TOMATOES

FAMILY CLOTHES

FATHER'S DAY SPECIALS!

SALE!
PRICE

g8 A

DEAR BUFI
your temper."
apologise. But if
what you said,
lose kiln. Who as
makes cruel refe

Bridal

Sizes 35 to 50
Short - Regular - Long
Plaids and Solids - Single and Double Breasted Styres
Over 100 To Choose From!

oft..
Coke Party

For Miss Warford
At Russell Home

AL ' i.
HTNII4G
WORT i ,England(UPI)
-The
of this city rang
Tuesday but not with joy.
A Coke party was held in
Lightning set off dozens of
honor of Miss Earieene War
ford, bride-elect of Danny burglar alarms and it took
Woods, on Saturday, June 6, police more than an hour to
at ten o'clock in the morning. shut them off,
Mrs. W. P. Russell, Mrs. Rue
Overby, and Mrs. Glen Hodges
were hostesses for the bridal
event held at the lovely home
if Mrs. Russell on Elm Street.
For the occasion the honoree
chose to wear a pink dress and
her hostesses' gift corsage was
of pink daisies Her mother,
Mrs. Earl Warlord, wore a turquoise dress with a hostesses'
gift corsage of white carnations.
Crystal and silver appointments were used to serve the
freshments of party sandhes, cookies, and Cokes at
he table oveeiaid with an emroidered lin& cloth and cen.
ered with an arrangement of
agnolias
The honoree was presented
with the meat fork from her
pattern of stainless by the hoe(ER111,E tiliAPING
eases as a wedding gift
.
woven cotton in yellow -Twenty guests attended.
white
shapes a fresh 100,•
• ••
costume for Wild of U
Gayle Thornton By I)
the long jacket tow,
Kijeisexploded its first
necked dress vetth term t: •
and low flounced skirt
,Irogen bomb AUE. 12. 14.T.1

in•

$1000 and $12°'
Special Purchase on Men's Suits

a
a

a
a
a

1

VALUES TO $60.00
All Colors

a
a

a
•
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VALUES
TO $100.01

Sizes 36 to 46

a
a
et

a
a
•
•
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IRRIDA

a
•
a
•
a
•
a

1
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and

Dad Can Always Use A Shirt
A new shipment of the latest styles,
stripes, solids and whites Two-pocket styles.
'2.00 - 2.75 - 3.50

MR. THOMPSON GOLF PANTS
j$j W

Brewers

PAkIS TFNN

All Colors -With Belts

CAMPBELLS
FACTORY OUTLET

Perma-Press

44444

ONLY $8.00

Ph. 644-1201
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90% Wool, 10% Silk
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Summer and Year Arounds
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RETIRING
DEPUTY DAN DISUTS
WASHINGTON 0:1n - Carta
LOS ANGELES WI - The
D. De Leach, thirdeunked Re- dialributioo at 90,000 "Deputy
install to FBI Director J. Ed- Dan" coloring books to Los
gar Hoover, will renre from Angeles school children has fithe Federal Bureau of Investi- molly been approved by the
gation July 20 on his 50th bir- sheriff's department.
The issuance of the booklets,
thday.
An FBI a poloneman said De designed to promote friendly
Loach hod made application for rehations between youngsters
refinement "for financial rea- and deputy sheriffs, was halted
sons." De Loach, a native of I et week after a hawk-eyed deClaxton. Ga., joined the FBI puty complaiaed that the California beer on Deputy Dan's
28 years ago.
ewver
Hoover, 78, and the No. 2 heile
looked mone like a pig
, Copt Gartland Ausranking FBI officer, Clyde Artisan, 70, have given on indi- di. head od the community rebating office, said, "In some
cation of plans to retire.
people' minds it loots like it
Boots, like them or not, stay might appear to be a pig rather
on for the new fashion season than a bear. But to ine. id kooks
ahead.
In fall and winter like a bear."
collections. American designers
Gail Borden, an American
continue their love affair with
the knee-high -ones-in vinyl, inventor, developed the first
commercial method of conpatent, calf. For after
milk.
the booted leg wears- satin-or
v elv et leg coverings.
FOR ATHLETE'S FOOT
USE KERATOLYTIC ACTION
* * *
BECAUSE—

Jim Nabors
Will Follow
"Dean.Abil, His Instincts
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-Don t tolerate
beau's insults

By VERNON SCOTI'
UPI Hollywood Correspondent
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) - Jim
Nabors kelows his instincts,
and
they
have
led
dim
flawlessly to riches and fame in
By Abigail Van Buren
television, night clubs and the
recording field.
DEAR ABBY: I need an impartial opinion. I have a
Only motion pictures have
friend who is in his sixties. He claims he cares for me. He is
eluded him, or vice versa.
perfectly charming when we are in the company of women
The singer - actor - comedian
who are older, or leas attractive than I. But if there is a
from Sylacauga, Ala., need only
add a hit movie to his
younger or prettier woman around, he is sure to say
accomplishments to become a
something like, "I think I'll dump her [pointing to me], and
quadruple star walking the
take YOU out instead." In the past I've just smiled and
same rarifted latitudes as Dean
ignored it, even Um I was deeply hurt inside.
Martin.
The last time he did this, I lost my temper. He started
Nabors, in bet, has been
making over a cocktail waitress and offered to "see her
offered the title role in "A Hero
home safely" [She declined.] On the way home, I let him
tor Henry," a comedy-actio,
know exactly how I felt about his behavior, and I really lost
Western.
my temper. He said I was having a "menopause fit."
"I'd
play
an
Easterner
I haven't heard from him in a week. Should I call and
fascinated with enforcing the
apologize for losing my temper?
BUFFALOED
law in the old frontier days,"
Nabors explained. "The characDEAR BUFFALOED: That depends Epee how yea "Ion
ter becomes a deputy sheriff
your temper." if yea let loose with a sight to his jaw. then
and eventually falls in love with
apologize. But if you simply said what yea meant and meat
a rancher's daughter."
what you said, so apology is necessary. If you Mee him, you
Possesses Sixth Sense
lose him. Who needs a mam who hamiliatee yea Is public, and
But Jim, an affable man
makes cruel references to your "time of life" in private?
possessed of a sixth sense of
what will help and hinder his
DEAR ABBY: While in a parking lot, I was shocked
carew. is having second and
when a young man rolled down his car window and yelled
third loots atont
obscenities at an elderly woman driver, even tho she was
I get late a movie, I
obviously a very poor drivel:
b be there,"
Now, it happens that my MAW is considering
he said, "It's Mt a matter of
salary. I'd rather do a picture
recommending this same young man toe eery important and
for nothing and have a quality
responsible position with his firm. In view of this young
film than seldte -a lot of money
man's rude and immature behavior, I hate to see my
and a poor picture.
husband back him.
"If I did go ahead with this
Should I mention this to my husband? What is your
movie, I inieldn't be playing
opinion of such a
? This has really upset me.
Gomer Pyle Or Jim Nabors. I'd
CONCERNED
be acting in a whole new
DEAR CON
capacity."
ED: My opinion et this person is the
Nine years ago Jim played
same as yours. e's rude and immature. Yes, means& it to
his first bit part on the old
your husband.
glimpse of a man's behavior when las
"Andy
Griffith Show," He
doesn't know e's being observed is worth • 111-page
became a mainstay in the
"aptitude" tea If your hasband's Brio wants a patina,
situation comedy before branchcourteous, coot led, mature man-your young fries/ doesn't
ing out with his own "Gomer
qualify.
Pyle" series which was more
often No, 1 in the ratings than
DEAR ABBY: It seems only logical to me that when a
not.
woman becomes a widow at an age when she can no longer
Intulticn Perfecdy Timed
live alone, she should go to live with one of her children.
Odds were Jini would fall
[Preferably a daughter.]
with his own variety show. But
Not MY mother-in-law. Oh, no She prefers to remain
Ids intuition Dor shifting gears
"independent
Ha, that's a laugh. Without any income
was perfectly timed.
whatsoever She went through every dime of her Maumee
"The Jim Nabors Show," a
money in three years. Now she's sitting pretty in a fancy
comedy-musical melange ended
senior citizens' residence. And who do you think is paying for
the current season 12th among
It' Her children, of course. She has five, who share the
all television shows in the
expense equally.
ratings. His records
The other four can manage nicely, but it puts • real
Mg and he fills nightclubs
strain on us. In fact, I had to go back to work so his mother
wherever he appears.
"I have certain instincts," he
could be "independent."
said, grinning, "and I follow
My mother-in-law is only 19 years older than I am, and I
them. I try to do the right thing
wouldn't mind retiring in a fancy senior citizens' residence
without hurting anyone,"
myself. Do you care to comment?
Nabors' judgment is difficult
WEARY IN DETROIT
to
fault.
More
television,
DEAR WEARY: I think you've said it all.
Broadway and nightclub stars
have tripped up in movies than
have become stars.
CONFIDENTIAL TO "SICK OF FISH" IN WISCONSIN
:
Jim Nabors is unlikely to
can give you the advice, but what you Deed
is the courage
make a wrong turn. He hasn't
to tell your husband that your idea of • "vomiters" is NOT
Yet
getting up every morning at 4 a. ne, sitting in a boat with
year lip zipped For endless hears, and cleaning flab!
What's your problem? You'll feel boner if yea get it off
your chest. Write to ABBY, Box 11711, Lae Angeles, Cal.
nninil For a personal reply enclose stamped,
addressed
envelope.
Letter wilting can be • breeze. For Abby's beek/e5,
"How to Write Letters ter All Occasions," seed gi to
Able,. Box MTN, Les Angeles, CaL 11111.
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Road Deaths
Outnumber
War Deaths

FRANKFORT, Ay. — Arthur
E. Board, executive director of
the Traffic Safety Coordinating
Kentaky's
Committee
says
highway 'deaths for the last
eight years far outnumber battlefield deaths of Kentuckians
.
in Viet Nam.
Some 968 Kentucky soldiers
died in Viet Nam since 1962,
while 7710 Kentuckians died on
the state's highways in the same
period, he said.
Fifty per cent of the &satin
can be directly attributed to
drinking and driving, and Beard
urged local officials to clamp
down on those figures.
'With Armed Forces D a y
having just passed," he said,
"we have been thinking about
our war dead. But we are losing more lives in the war on
our highways than ever before."
Beard expressed great con.
cern over the rising highway
death toll and advised heavy
drinkers to stay off the highways for their own safety as
well as for the safety of other
motorists, since local officials
will be exerting extra effort in
taking them off the highway.
The announcement came as
part of the two-month campaign
launched last week by Governor Nunn and the Traffic Safety
Coordinating Committee.

five,

IIEU.E BOTTOMS--Nurses at Queen of Angels Hospital in Los Angeles
display their own
optional pants suit uniforms -with belle bottoms, would you say More
maneuverability,
it. is said. The pants suit Idea came from Mary Lohman, second
from left. Modeling are
(from left) Norma Megns, Miss Lohman, Mittle Perkins, Joan Ornelas,
Patriria Denis,
Mary Taylor and Merilda Hitchcock.

SUMMER AND
Coast Guard Approved

SWIM VESTS

ICE CHEST with

'4:3;

ivr„:

12 tl
1 4'

Safety first when
boating or swimming. 61-468-3.-5,-7

Big 25"
chest with
drain and
handles.
Pour cap
jug 59-371-2
18 Chest & Gallon Jug. men-1

t

"The MAW. Priem
Coxes,.

Folding Canvas Cot with
Hardwood Frame. -se

WORMS

BADMINTON
SET for
LANTERN
Four Players

Price

62-920

4 nylon strung rai
quets with yinyl grip
net, 2 birds, poles ,K
'case. 63.439.7

A mutt for the
sportsullaiii-59-100-5
Liabarts

!rgrtic9
.,44,- pop

WEED
GRASS

Dry chemical
Awe. For
cars, kitchens,
boats and cabins.

447

199

Deluxe 4-Playor
Set
440
7.47

834-

CUTTER

ea.

5 HORSEPOWER GAS

FISHING MOTOR

119$7

GRASS
SHEARS

Sale
Price

Easy Terms
• Air-cooled engine.
Water-cooled exhaust.
• Power to push a 14-ft. boot,
throttles down for trolling.
• Automatic spark control.
Lightweight. Only 31-lbs.

Sale
Price
Serrated steel blade Sr. ith
30-inch handle. 45-iis
Gress

Whip. 45-0111-7

1.48

Sharp, tempered steel
blades. 4i-I244

Auxiliary

Scissors theses.

Gas Tank

45-124-7

GRASS
EDGER

1.88

Sale

HEDGE
SHEARS

Price

Sale

15.44
7-HP Gas Fishing
Motor
167.77
3-blade semi-weedless propeller.

Price
Rubber t r ed Wheel.
rotating sertated
shearing terlth. 45.116.7

I, 121/

Dual-Tired Diphoste
Edger.

il(•

Notched blades.
Hardwood handle

Sav•
2.02

Deluxe 4-1b. Sleeping Bag.
59-921.4

L 917

0
97

•••

66.S11

13.97

ICE CREAM
B FREEZER

Sale Price

Cebin tent

•

i-lb polyester
insulation.
Water-repellent cover for
extra protection and
warmth. C9-920-5

CABIN TENT
Easily set up with.
outside frame, nylon
screened windows &
door. Sweep-out door
ull for easy cleaning.
1 0-11.it7-ft.10". James

62.94i

SLEEPING
997
;
BAG
Adult Size

4.88

BIG FAMILY SIZE

5.99

6.47

2-Mantle

Statistics show that 70 per
cent of the fatal and serious
wounds during World War II
were received in the chest or
abdomen.
The French ship "Gloire"
was the first armorelad ship of
war(1859).

Durable I -inch folding
aluminum frame.
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The Indo-European family
of languages is commonly referred to as Aryan languages.
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SEEN I HEARD ...
'Confirmed from Page
there it was ten minutes
aftersv.

THURSDAY — JUNE 11,1970

Graduation at Murray State University

We noshed through all the
morning ablutions and hurried
ldown to the Maple Leaf to get
breakfast. The way we figured
was that when we finished saeing we would be closer to the
office. We did not take into account that it would take as
much time to get there in the
first place as it would to reach
the office from somewhere else
after we had eaten. Just a psychological thing.
ROARING DOWN THE HOME STRETCH— With the June 18 election only days away, British
Labourite Prime Minister Harold Wilson (right and his Conservative opponent, Edward
Heath, are trading angry taunts and insults. Crises in Britain's newspapers and state-run
health services are adding extra heat to the campaign

There was the Tarkingtoa elan.
They brought along Mark and
Uavid who immediately took up
with Lucky. Then there was
Ray Hill, Amos boy and his
wife.

(Continaed From Pegs 1)

2.89, Phyllis Budzko 3.00, Kay
Buice 2.89, Donna Cole 3.00,i Lucky is a fie* dog,
she just
Persons have been charged, costs $10.00.
Mary Doran 2.90, Susan Heins, has no regard for
flower beds
entered pleas of guilty, and
Craig Hargrove, did not ap- worth 3.00, Alan Jones 2.80,and would just as
soon
been lined in the City Court of pear, bond of $30.00 forfeited. Ricky Lowe 2.64, Cathy IRV on our Regal lilies as lie down
Patricia Ilcintrie, driving chell 2.78, Trine Nicks 2118,is gentle and a nice not. She
City Judge Dos Overbey durdog.
ing the past two weeks. Records while intoxicated, amended to Sherry Nolin 256, Beverly Park
show the following occurred: reckless driving, fined $10010 er 3.00, Charles Parker 2.60, The inner beauty
of women, thE
William L Bean, no Kentuc- costs $10.00.
Tonya Reeder 2.67, Selwyn kind that shines
through thee
Edward Kirk, did not appear, Schultz 3.00, Libby Sims 3.00,teyes,
try cab card in vehicle, fined
is an awe inspiring *act
bond of $30.00 forfeited$19.00 costs $10.00.
Beth Wilson 3.00.
acle
Elenor Hudspeth, shoplifting,
Gary L Flaugher, no KYU
7th Grade: Lezlee Bartholopermit, fined $19.00 costs $10. given five days in City Jail.
my 2.80, Laurie Beatty 3.00,
Joe Wilson, public drunken- Cheryl Burkeen 2.60, Johnny
James Wilmoth, no KYU permit, fined $19.00 costs $10.00. ness, given three days in City Cannon 2.80, Tom Engle 3.00,
Woodrow W. Arnold, public Jail.
Cindy Etherton 3.00, Elaine
Paul Greer, public drunken- Everameyer 2.60, Nancy
drunkenness, fined $20.00 costs
Fitch
ness, given two days in City 2.60, Jean Forse•e 3.00,
$10.00.
Edwin
Arthur P. Tennant, public JaiL
Garrett 3.00, Jeanette Gillian%
George L Reid M, driving 3.00, Ken Grogan
drunkennees, fined $20.00 costs
3.00, Stan
$10.00.
intoxicated, amended to Hainsworth
2.80, John Harcourt
kleas driving, fined $100.00 3.00,
Lisa Harrell 2.60, Steve
Clyde Dale Tidwell, dri
NEW YORK (UPI)— The
$10.00.
while intoxicated, amended to Thomas Alan Parrott, speed- Howard 2.80, Jana Jones 3.00, stock market opened
lower in
Barbara
Kemper
2.80, Kent
reckless driving, fused $100.00
fined $10.00 costs $10.00.
Klein 3.00, Tricia Kline 3.00, moderate turnover today.
coots $10.00.
Loyd 0. Arnold, speeding.
Shortly after the cesentog, the
Danny McKay Paschall, driv$10.00 costs $10.00, both Donna Knight 2.60, ;Pebble Mc.U P I
marketwide indicator
Millen 3.00, Melissa Miller 240,
ing while intoxicated, amended e and costs suspended.
Aimed a loss Of 0.37 per cent
to reckless driving, fined $100. Joe Wilson, public drunken- Van Perry 3.00, Tim Philpot on
308 issues crossing
00 costs $10.00.
given ten days in City 2.80, Jay Pitman 240, Michele Of these, 127 retreat the tape.
ed and 70
Richard
son
3.00,
Vicki Roberts
Michael Wayne Cattle!, pub.
at hard labor.
gained.
lie drunkenness, fined $50.00 Robert Kirk public drunken- 2.60, Rebecca Sams 2.60,
the oils, Gulf was
Spencer 2.80, Chad Stewail In
costs $10.00, five days in city
Them local persons were honored last week at the
lined $10.00 costs $10.00. 3.00,
Murunchanged
at 24/
1
2, 'Mlle
Tim
Wallin
jaiL
2.80,
ray State University graduation ceremonies. At
Sheila
Eugene Guthrie, did not apOceeten
upper left,
tal
surrendered I/a to
Watson 3.00, Mark William
U. L Knight, driving whit pear, bond of $30.00
Dr.
Harry
Sparks (second from right) congratulates this three
forfeited. 2.60.
15%. TaLaCO was steady at
intoxicated, amended to reckmen on whom he conferred honorary doctorate
26%. Natornas dropped 1/
less driving, fined $100.00 costs
1
2 to
during thes 47th annual commencement exercises. degrees
They
25%.
$10.00.
(from left) Dr. William G. Nash, retiring vice preside are
nt for
Among the chemicals, EastCharles,Douglas Tucker, reckPurchase Area
academic affairs and dean of the faculties; Dr. C. S. Lowry,
man Kodak was unchanged at
less driving, fined $25.00 costs
retired
who
1968 as chairman of the social
In
Hog Market
sciences de$10.00.
63e, while Du Pont gave 4)
pertnient; and Dr. F
Pogue, an alumnus and directo
lune 9, 1970
William Andrew Ram driv% to 114%.
of the Marshall Research Foundation. At the upper right r
Dr.
Census 7
ing while intovicated, amended
, Adults
74
Collins Radio dipped 7iis ks
Sparks is congratulating A. Glen Sims on receiving his
Federal State Market Nem
mastCensus — Nursery
to reckless driving. fined $100.7 Service, June 11,
1514
in
the
ers degree In agriculture. Sims was recently named county
electronics,
1970 MenNewbo•, Admissions
00 costs $10.00.
extension agent for 444 Club work in Todd County. He
tes, .Purchase Area Hog Mar- General glactric feel
to 66,
came
Tom H. Wetn.ore, reckless
Mrs. Lula Farmer and baby ket i -port
Moreselleo
res 1% to 79%, and
to Murray in 1954. Casey Jones Vincent of Dysir'sb
Includes 10 Buying.
urg and
driving, fined $10.00 costs $10.- bay, New Calcord; Baby boy Static.,
thleerefty Computhng /
Mrs. Betty Riley, a teacher at Calloway County High School
1
2 to 26.
t.
00.
Cole (mother, Mrs. June Cole), Receipt
Weetieabouse rose os to
area Aeons In the photo at center left as they welt to receive
Richard A. Alexander, driv- 310 South 10th Street, Murray. Head, s: Act. 739, Eat. MO and Litton was unchaig a,
Ph. first specialist in education degrees floor conferred by
ed at
Barrows and Gilts Jame
ing while intoxicated, amended
Dism.ssals
IY 25 cents Higher, Sows, Stea- 18%. Telex Corp. dipped 118 tO
to reckless driving, fined $25.00
Kenneth Owen, 203 South dy.
14/
1
2 cm a block of 14,000
costs $10.00, both fine and costs 11th Street, Murray; Muter Joe
shares.
US
2-3
200430
lbs
$25.00,2
5.30,
suspended.
Neal Butler, Route 2, Murray;
In the airlines, Pan Am was
Few 1-2's $25.75-$28.25;
Jackie Ray Herndon, driving Miss Martha Green, Route 2,
By UNITED PRE88 INTERNATIO
at 9, while American
NAL
while intozieeted amended to Hazel; Mrs. Dena Dunigan, At US ?A 190-240 the $24.50-25.00;
US
sialha
na
24
edl
t
240-260
to
20.
lbs
Boeing
$24,00-3
was
4.50;
reckless driving, fined $60.00 1, Benton; Miss Betty McGehee
In the
costs $10.00, both fine and costs 410 North 1st Street, Murray US 3-4 260-280 lbs $22.60-2101; unchanged at 151e
BEIRUT — An official of the Al Fatah guerrilla
, SOWS:
aerospace group.
organization,
suspended.
Mrs. Bessie Perry, 407 North I US 1-2 270-330 Ms
calling
on King Hussein of Jordan to obey guerrilla demand
Among the steels, U.S. Steal
$17.50-18.00,
s:
Terry Manning„ speeding, Street, Murray; Mrs. Margare
"Hussein should respond to these demands with
lianv $19.00; was unchanged at 32%, and
tined $60.00 costs $10.00, no op- Sills, Route
utmost
Murray; Mrs US 1-3 300460 Ms
S.
speed,
otherwise the Palestinian and Jordanian peoples
Armco easted 1,4 to Elle . Pam
erator's license, fined $10-00 Annette
will act
Schroader and bab US 24 450450 lbs 817.00-17.30,
costs $10.00.
816.50-17.00, Central was uochanged at 12Ih to preserve their revolution."
boy, 402 North 17th Street, Mur
Few No. 3's to $16.00. In the rails.
Richard Tremblay, driving ray; Mrs. Polly
+
Keys, 1322 Mai
while intoxicated, amended to
WASHINGTON — Cambodian Ambassador to the
General Motors picked ap
Street, Murray; Mrs. Gertru
U.S. Soon
M.ayCiel
d
Feeder
reckless driving, fined $100.00 Overbey
Pig Sale— to 64/
1
2,with Ford also la ahead Voeunsai, commenting an his country's .need for Americ
, 1113 Olive, Murray.
an millMayfield, June 1070. Total head to 43.
:ary support:
456. Conpared to last week
When the United States withdraws its troops we
$1.00 to $3.00 lower.
hope that
amen countries will help us. If we have a deteriorating
US 1-2 2534 lbs $47.50-52.00;
situation,
BUSINISS, 00VERNMINT Xtwever
,
we
hew
the United States will not allow Cambod
35-45 lbs $44.50;
COOPERATION BETS RULIM
ia to
45-64 lbe $39.5040.75;
In dedicating the paper and disappear."
0544 Ls $35.00;
plastic cup plant of the LilyUS No. 3'r
WASHINGTON — Sen. Robert C. Byrd, D.-W.Va.,
Tut* Cup Co. near Bardstown,
criticizing
25-34 lbs MAO;
Gov. Louie B. Nunn praised ;egal'ation restricting U.S. operations in Cambodia:
35-44 Ws $44.25;
cooperation between businea
"The Cooper-Church 'Amendment would make the Cambod
ia5584 lbs. $38.00;
and government, Mier
Vietnamese border a more formidable Maginot Line
South
US No. 4'r
than
'Wooing assd winning an in- was ever embrac
ed in the concrete fortifications outflanked by
25-44 lbs $40.25.
stallation ... is a feat for which
many individuals and units of the Germans 30 years ago."
government at all levels must
DAUG4ITER NAMED
WASHINGTON — Labor Secretary George P.
Schultz. proWASHINGTON (UPI) — Mar share credit.
"It is this type of cooperation posing a task in his new role of head of the office of executive
rine May. Charles S. Robb
and that has enabled us to
attract management and budget:
his wife, the former Lynda Bird
"There are a great many jobs that require a coopera
Johnson, have named their a multitude of blue-chip comtive
panies to the Cornmoewealth- effort by many departments of governm
second daughter Catherine Le.
ent. I see us playing a
86 last year alone."
wts. Robb says she'll probabl
role to coordinate that cooperation and really make it sing."
be called "Cathy" or "Katie y
."
JERSEY CITY, N.J. (UPI)— family of Jersey City feel
, Mrs, Roth and the
infant,
Keep dishwasher
cocktail is an expensive enough is enough, They have
%limp
born
Friday, went home from along
detergents,
HOTEL
with all other
fried shrimp a protested to local water authoriwpdize
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cleaning agents, out househo
AND MOTEL
day.
of chdd- seafood delight, and butterfly ties that tiny shrimp Mem-beets
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Everything for 2 includes air-conditioned
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12 free.
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Several folk, out to take a look
at Lucky the outside dog, for
whom we are seeking a new
home.
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the University. Judy Hargis and
Rita Hum both of Murray,
are congratulated by Dr. Sparks in
the photo at center right.
The two girls both received the
B.S. degree in nursing. In
the photo a lower right, Linda
Brownfield, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Ray Brownfield and
Barbara Brown, daughter of
Police Chief and Mrs. James Brown
from the University president. Miss receives congratulations
Brownfield will represent MSU at the Miss Kentucky
beauty pagent in Louisville
June 18, 19 and 20 and Miss Brown
has been a malorette
with the University band for four
years. In the photo at
lower right, Diana Kay Cavil?, daughte
r of Mr. and Mrs. N.
P. Cavitt, Route 2, Murray is congrat
ulated by Dr. Sparks
after graduating among the top five
student
versity with a 3.94 scholastic average out of s at the UniAt right is Glen Sanders Chaney, son of Mr. a possIblai 40.
and Mrs. Eugene
Chaney, Route 6, Murray who received • bachelo
r of
degree in biology from MSU. (Photos by Wilson science
Woolley)
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LAY
AWAY
SALE
Starts Today:
' ', N N,,%\\\\
•\%%‘•\\\\•\••••••',•\‘‘

Lay-Away Up To $50
Of Your Choice
For Only $1.Deposit
• DRESSES
•SKIRTS
• COATS
•SWEATERS
• BLOUSES
•SLACKS
•CHILDRENS WEAR, TOO
THIS SALE AT ALL

ORDANDO, Flo
are using an Ar
"b!anket" big cnoi
The iitroblem is
plants' which will
Adventurcland not
Kingdom" near 01
Strangely enoug
way to Cleveland
plants against evi
Florida frosting.
Even though
conditions may on
few pre-dawn houi
winter, that would
turn a green jungl
"Our problem
from the citrus grc
fornia or Florida,
Disney World Ian
Bill Evade. "We
any evtdence of the
tern vialble to gus
down the 2,00C
through the jungle
"After all," he ad
to find a smudge
Congo or a wind
Borneo."
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ONE of the adds
is that in Florida
frequently accompa
mile-an-hour north
To solve their j
Disney men packs
plants—samples c
from all around th
wortd. They tool
Cleveland—the nes
able laboratory wh
vehicles and equipm
ad for performance
Aieskan ternperatu
"We needed to t
conditions and cot
to wait for severs

David
Big Ch
By ARMY Al
. Central Press d
Correspon
HOLLYWOOD-ant David Janssen
Take a suave,
young man and th!
sweltering dungec
with vermin and
swill that hogs wc
Leave him there
sir,th little food all
water. Let hint I
perpetually bakin
and after the 30 d,
you've got.
You have Davie
his title role of "l
ban." He emerges
hole as a grisly,
figure of a man,
hands and knees
dom. His jailers:
army wounded and
laugh gleefully at I
tried to escape fre
dersonville-style CI
tin on the trontle
Whom they finally
• •
THE JaILERE
him with rifle bar;
nets but David, ,
has robbed him
barely mutters, "F
They laugh dent
and allow him to
carr
‘
ip compound al
ing to shoot him 1
he tries to escape.
stumbling Janssen
almost aimlessly,
destitute and dish
tent city, its grove
Scorning to life for
the day.
'
Janssen reache
creek that mean(
the camp and falls
ter drinking thirstl
he sprawls full-le
ugly brook. Yup,
_role for Hollywood'
.man!
• •
TO JANSSEN tt
-of "Macho."'in ws
berg also alma
.after chasing him
because he shot !
it is indeed differe
"It's the first
starred in and I 11
Its at different kl
But It's a hard 1
that It's the best
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Disney World Creates Pesticide
Own Jungle Climate!Endangers

Bald Eagle

TIMES —

Trucks For
Parks Are
Purchased

MURRAY. KENTUCKY
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nian to bring musical education said Danzig
er, who also Is Lower East Side and Greenw
ich the nation and in
to the children of poor president of the National G
Canada which
Village.
are affiliated with the National
immigrants, the school serves of Music Schools,
"In view o
"Now about a quarter of our Guild of Musica
900 largely disadva
l

ntaged per- that, I think we are performing
Schools and
students are black and Puerto meet its rigorous
sons from the ages of four into an important sociological
standards.
fun Rican families and they come
The retirement years.
Some are patterned on Third
bon in these troubled times.
from
distant
more
parts
the
of
Street which counts such artists
A third of the students- some Music grabs these
kids. W city," Danziger said. "These
as Anthony di Honaventura,
from welfare famili--are
es
on have no trouble, no drug
are people with completely Jeannette Scovotti,
full scholarship and none of the problem, no unrest
Ray Lev,
."
different
musical traditions and Samuel Duskin
rest pays more than 50 per cent
Almost all classes are held
among its
than
student
our
Europe
of
s
an
of the cost of instruction, even after regular school
75,000 alumni.
hours, but
By FREDERICK M, WINSHIP though
some students are the there is no attendance problem. background years ago. We try
NEW
to
build on that-on rock,
YORK (UPI)—
childrem of doctors and lawyers. The parents, according
to calypso, folk. Kids are far more
Third Street Music SdI1101 The school's director, Harris Danziger
Cancer, the Crab, is the
are completely coo- involve
d in rock than in Mozart, fourth sign of the zodiac.
Settlement, first of its idixtiin Danziger, believes no school perative,
someti
mes
too
much
America, is 75 years old Eras which caters to one economic so.
so we have a large roc
* *
When the school was
year but young in ideas.
"4 class can be a strong school. founded the parents were workshop."
rocket
A
must
travel at the
There
Started on a shoestring 119
are some 50 non-protit
"A great proportion of our Russian,
daughter of a Lutheran clot- students'are high school kids," German Polish, Italian and settlement music schools across speed of 5,400 miles to escape
immigrants of the
the moon's gravitational pull.

WASHINGTON (UPI) - A
widely used pesticide is contributing to the decline in the
Population of the bald eagle the
national bird which already is
considered an endangered species in 48 states.
Interior Department scientists say they have detected
poisoning from dieldrin in
growing numbers of bald eagles
found dead in the United States,
with the pesticide "the only
apparent cause of death" in
most of the birds that have
been the national symbol since
1782.
They said perhaps more
important dieldrin and other
environmental pollutants may
have an even more insidious
Sketch illustrates how flail four-engine USAF
effect on the eagle population
AB 57F makes photographic pass over city.
by reducing the bird's reproWalt Disney World landscape experts
test a mini-furnace for use in duction capability.,
protecting delicate jungle plants from
Florida's occasional frost. An Audubon Society survey
conducted in 1968 found there
By bential Press
were some 1,500 bald eagles in
ORDANDO, Fla -Walt Disney World's
tropical tree experts the 48 contiguous states,
where
are using an Arctic test laboratory
to develop an invisible they are
considered in danger
"Wanket" big enough to warm a whole
jungle.
of becoming extinct. Most of
The xtroblem Is how to protect $200,00
HAVEN
0 worth a equatorial
those birds were found along
plants which will line the banks of
the Jungle River Cruise in
Adventureland now under construction
as a part of the "Magic the East Coast, in Florida and
Kingdom" near Orlando, Florida.
the
Northern
Midwest. In
WASHINGTON
Strangely enough, the Disney landsca
pe men had to go all the addition, the survey estimated
way to Cleveland to test methods for
insulting the sensitive there were about 3,500 of a
plants against even infrequent
slightly different northern vaFlorida frosting.
Florida to try out theories,"
riety in Alaska and Canada.
Even though the freezing Evans explains.
About 7,000 in Alaska
conditions may only last for a
Walt Disney World-- Is schedThe Interior Department,
few pre-dawn hours during the uled to open in October 1971,
winter, that would be enough to and by that time the jungle however, estimates there are
about 7,000 bald eagles in
must be full grown.
turn a green jungle brown.
Thousands of plants from Alaska.
"Our problem is different
Charles H. Meacharh, comfrom the citrus growers in Cali- other parts of the world have
fornia or Florida," says Walt been collected and are growing missioner
of the Interior
Disney World landscape chief in the Walt Disney World Hor- Department's Fish and Wildlife
Bill Events. "We cannot have ticultural Center on the site Service, said dieldri
n is a
any evidence of the heating sys- near Orlando.
persistent pesticide like DDT
• • •
tem visae to guests cruising
but considerably more toxic.
PHOTOGRAPHY IN D4E
DROPPING the temperatures
down
the
2,000-foot
S --These are cities NASA is photographin
river
Dr. Lucille Stickel, pesticide
g from 10 miles
high to gather sitandardrsed data on
to sub-freezing in the 20-by-40
through the jungle.
urban areas for the current census. The
resear
ch
coordin
ator
photos will
at
the
"After all," he adds, "it's hard foot testing room, the Disney
help correlate land usage with statisti
cal data gathered on the ground.
to find a smudge_ yot in he men tried various types of department's Patuxent Wildlife
Research Center in Laurel,
Congo or a wind ftnachine in heaters.
Borneo."
Radiant heaters failed to pro- Md., said dieldrin is widely
• • •
vide uniform protection for all used in all parts of the nation
ONE of the added difficulties leaves—wilting those close
to by farmers and in woolen mills
is that in Florida the cold is the heater and exposing shaded to treat fabrics against moths.
14ERE's Tr4E
frequently accompanied by a 20- ones to the 20-degree
Residues from the pesticide
freeze.
WORLD-FAMOUS
mile-an-hour north wind.
The winner is a string of 200 apparently drain into steams
TENNIS PLA%ER
To solve their problem, the to 300 gas-fed, forced-air
heat- and lakes, where some of it
Disney men packed up their ers which will blow a
WALKIN6ar ON70
15-million accumulates in the bodies of
plants—samples of
THE COUZT
varieties B.T.U. blanket of warm air uni- fish, which make up the
bulk of
from all around the equatorial formly over the entire
four-acre the eagles' diet, she said.
worrd. -They took them to jungle.
•
Reasons for Decline
Cleveland—the nearest avail'Along each Wilt of the jungle
She explained that a smaller
able laboratory where military river,
dense plantings---everydegree of propagation and
vehicles and equipment are test- thing
from hibiscus and philoed for performance at sub-zer
o dendron to bamboo stretching hatching success is one of the
Akskan temperatures.
60 feet in the air—will shut out two major reasons for the
"We needed to test extreme
all evidence of the "outside" decline of the bald eagle.
conditions and couldn't afford world
Pesticide residues in the
and completely hide the
to wait for several winters in
heating system.
birds may be making eggs
infertile, killing urborn chicks
in the eggs and resulting in
thinner egg shells that break
easier.
The other major reason for
COME TO
HERE HE
the decline is the killing of
adult birds by hunters, even HOW DO YOU
MY HOUSE
COMES
though bald eagles are protectAT NOON
NOW
LIK
THIS
E
ed by law and there is $500 fine
AND I'LL
ABSTRACT
for killing them.
By ARMY ARCHEID
Central Press Association
GIVE
An official for the Audubon PAINTING
Correspondent
Society explained, however, I MADE
YOU
MY
HOLLYWOOD --It's a ttiffe:that bald eagles don't grow
OPIN
ION
ent David Janssen--and how!
white feathers on their heads
Take a suave, good-looking
and wings until about age 5,
young man and throw him in a
and many hunters mistake
sweltering dungeon, crawling
younger ones for hawks,
with vermin and loaded with
I,

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

4•Sort ot Adam
5-Not stringent
6•Secrets
7-Approaches
8-W411 covering
9-Decay
10-Poem
11-Foothke part
17-Brother of Odin
19-Three-toed slOth
22 Before
24 Conjunction
25 Location
26 Plumlike fruit
27 Festive
28 Matures
29 Be in debt
30 Vessel
32 Greed
33 Obese
36 Diphthong
37 Praye book

1-Bread spread
4-Wolfhound
8-Support
12-The self
13-Reveal
14-Mine vein
15-Transgress
16-Des
18-Sum
20 Wargod
21 Greeting
22-Abstract being
23-Hurl
27-Aeriform fluid
29-Anglo-Saxon
money
30 Danger
31 Symbol for
silver
32-Reverence
33 Preposition
34 Preposition
35-Depart
37 Small rug
38 Golf mound- ---‘t
39-0n the ocean
40 Rofer •sland
41 Pronoun
42 Edges
44 Lanterns
47 Solerro,y
51 American
essayist
52 Fish sauce
53 Dfstnet in
Germany
54 Base
55 Broad
56 Otherwise
57 Bitter retch
DOWN
1 Quip
2 Exchange
premium
3 Periods of time

I
38 Place for
worship
40-Entertain
41-Parent (colloq.)
43-Maiden loved
by Zeus
44-Ascent
musical
instrument

45-Indigent
46-Stitehes
47-Carpenter's
tool
48-Man's name
49-Communist
50-Spanish plural
article
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David Janssen Makes
Big Change And Howl
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swill that hogs wouldn't touch.
Leave him there for 30 days
w!th little food and hardly any
water. Let him alone in the
perpetually baking stinkhole
and after the 30 days see what
you've got.
You have David Janssen in
Ns title role of "Macho Calla-.
hen-" He emerges from the rat
hole as a grisly, broken-down
figure of a man, begging on
hands and knees for his freedom. His jailers: Confederate
army wounded and misfits who
laugh gleefully at this man who
tried to escape from their Andersonville-style Civil War prigbn on the frontier West and
Whom they finally have broken.
T his is David Janssen!?
• • •
THE JAILERS threatened ever done since one has to ses
him with rifle barrels and bayo- the final projection of the filo
nets but David, whose ordeal to,determine whether it's really
has robbed him of his voice, good," he said.
barely mutters, "Please!"
thing is certain, he's eel-They laugh derisively at him
y trying to vary his film
and allow him to leave for the roles recently in "Generation,"
camp compound after threaten- and previously in "Where It'
ing to shoot him the next time At." Both were generation-ga
he tries to escape. A crawling, films in very contemporar
stumbling Janssen then weaves, U.S.A. settings New York an
almost aimlessly, through the Las Vegas.
• • •
destitute and dismally tattered
tent city, its grovelling denizens
"THE PUBLIC has never seen
Scorning to life for the start of David like this before," said
the day.
producer Martin Schute. "It'
'
Janssen reaches a muddy %complete change from David's
creek that meanders through out-going personality and from
the camp and falls into the wa- any rqje he's had on television
ter drinking thirstily from it as oromewies. But, I think all h
he sprawls full-length in the farm will like the way he fol
ugly brook. Yup, it's a different lows through with this role."
_role for Hollywood's best-dressed
And director Bernie Kowalski
,man!
said, "Janssen did. some great
• • •
acting for us. He added more
TO JANSSEN the entire story depth and scope to the story
-of "Macho."'In which Jean Se- thy; already is loaded with it.
berg also almost kills him David Janssen is going to sur-after chasing him four months prise a lot of people with this
because he shot her husband, performance."
'It is indeed different!
It won't surinise his faithful
"It's the first Western I've fans who haviteen waiting
for
starred in and I like it because him to really "burst forth
as a
It's a different kind of ,tots'. superstiv on the big screen,
afBut it's a hard thing to say ter years of niuch rooting
fiir
that It's the best thing I have him on television'

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle
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by Ernie Bushmiller
CUCKoo
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• Abbie 'N Slats
by R. Van Buren
I'LL PUT IT 10 A VOTE. WE'LL SEE
HOW MANY OF MY PEOPLE WANT TO
COHTINUE LIVINC5 THE FREE,UNCOMPLI —
CATED LIFE OF OUR ANCESTORS -AND HOW MANN WANT TO RETURN
TO 3 5HUDoeR THE
—PALEFACE'S

AND ALL THOSE )ELLOW-0ELL/E0
Oifir7ZR.,
WI-CAIANT TO GIVE UP OUR
GLORIOUS
CRUSADE TO THE PAST
--RAISE THEIR RIGHT
HANDS!!

CIVILIZATION!

onganla as a general.

Lil'Abner
by Al Capp
FOSIDiCK'S
TOO
DIGNIFIED
TO TAKE

(
/4

Op I- 7;1
41,v Aly

THAT
OFFER!!

MONOMAN of the armed
forces triumvirate that
forced resignation of Juan
Carlos Ongsuda as president
of Argentina is Army IA
Gen, Alejandro Lanusse
Ishown Th'i
e r two are
Ny
iev Adm.etin °nevi and
Al,' Brig Geri ratios hey

_

1

--AIL_ 4_,•
anew

14

•

reex~.

4
•
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Daybook of America 111;
0 4
1 1LAIr
Daybook scrapbooks. DisNo.52 for
tinctly American banners were in

use seven years or more before the Continental Congress approved a stars and stripes
ensign for ships commissioned in the Continental Navy. Ships sailing under authority
of
individual Provinces or Colonies—Massachusetts, New York, Rhode Island, South Carolina, et al.—were to continue use in the inerease of identifications flown in the 17th or
111th century militancy against pirates, Spanish, French. Indians, rebels. Rhode Island's
flag had an anchor. Nev York's a beaver,

louth Carolina's a paTinetto, for distinguishing its ships or combatotroops. There were
multiple designs embodying a rattlesnake or
an evergreen tree in 1770.
More confusion about original banners in
patriot struggles 1770-1781 is ended for a
reader of The Flag Book of the United
States. by Whitney Smith (pub. by Morrow

N
NJ

NY

Sc
NE

m
UNITE OR DIE
fla iiiiiiii nith disjointed rattlers acre inspired
by cartoon ft) in Ben Franklin's Pennsylvania Gazette, 1754. emphasizing necessity
of unity for effective striking against French
Indian marauders. Acceptance of this native !make as American symbol %%as 11110St
general in South', Meannhile, green trees appeared in New England regional flags such
as this F.--J emblematic of the sectional intereolonial defense against French.
Thele was proliferation of flags with an
s'niblern_identifiable non-precisely as pine.
fIi, or spruce. or other standing timbers that
made New England's shores easily distinguishable, and fostered the shipbuilding and
venturesone commerce British sought to curb
as competition to their own. In 1770, a new
variant was the Liberty Tree flag, embroidered with An Appeal te Heaven" or "An
Appeal to God."
Similarly, the rattlesnake banner from the
1750s was to be seen after events in 1770'
with a united serpent, coiled in virulent striking position and inscribed, "Don't Tread on
Me- or similarly ominous slogan, in place of
the original "Unite or Die."

&
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JERRY CHAPMAN IS
ETA PRESIDENT

COMMONWEALTH OF
KENTUCKY DEPARTMENT
OF HIGHWAYS
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS
Sealed bids will be received
by the Department of Highways,
aL its office, Frankfort, KenThe Calloway County chaptee tucky, until 10:00 A. U. Engof the Future Farmers of Amer em Daylight Time on the 266h
ica held its regular monthly day of June, 1970, at which time
meeting on May 29, at which bids will be publicly opened
time the new officers for 1970- and read for the improvement
71 were elected.
of
The retiring officers were:
(1970 CALLOWAY COUNDwain Rogers, Rehna Owens,
Various Roads in Calloway
TY:
Jerry Chapman, Grundy FalCtuiity, a total distance of
well, Ronnie Guerin and Danny
23.650 miles. Bituminous ConChapman
crete Surface Clan L
Officers installed were: Jer- Bid proposals for al/ projects
ry Chapman, president, son of will be available until 12:00
Mr. and Mrs. E. G. Chapman; NOON EASTERN DAYLIGHT
Randy Lee, vice-president, son TIME on the day preceding the
of Mr. and Mrs. Edward Lee; bid evening at the Division of
Paul Rushing, secretary, son of C:nitracl Procurement at a cost
Franklin Rushing; Grundy Fal- of $2 each. Bid Pronallais are
well, treasurer, son of Mr. and issued only to prequalthed conMn. Otis Falwell; Pat Ross, .tracbors. Remittance payable to
reporter, son of Mr. and Mrs. the State Treasurer of KenRobert H. Ross; Mike Burchett, tucky must accompany request
sentinel, son of Mr. and Mrs fir proposals.
June 11 le 18-C
Clinton Burchett.
After installation of the new
BACHELOR OF SEANCE The Yale commencement in New
officers, the chapter voted to :;HUSS DISCRIMINATION
Haven, Conn., was a dress-up
Ovem,
;(0r1 with these students
cooperate with the Calloway OTTAWA (UPI)— The C
in procession. One looks maybe like a bachelor
of seance,
County Riding Club in putting .dkin government gives a male
on a WKHA horse show at the employe a holiday with
pay to written questions from a gets no such governmen
Before storing bird feeders
Calloway County Riding Club when his child is
t
born, but a member of parliament.
benefit,
for the summer season, treat
on June 20.
woman must give birth on her
Drury revealed that although
Does the government intend them'to a thorough washing.
The meeting was adjourned own time.
a ma e in the civil service gets to
extend
the
by its new president, Jerry
courtesy to
*0*
This fact came to light this a day off with pay when
his
Chapman.
Drury was asked.
week
in
child is being born, a woman "No,"
Treasury
Board
•rql•
ui full member of the
women"he replied.
Pat Ross, reporter President C. M.
Drury's replies
Asian Development Bank,

CR17

Copyright 0 1970. Clark Kinimird, lar,fribtiteit by King Features Syndicate

STAVE POLICE CAMPS
FOR BOYS BEGIN JUNE 14
Kentucky State Police will initiate, the 1970 series of weeklong camping trips for needy
boys et Trooper Island, Dale
Hollow Reservoir, June 14.
The first contingent will consist of some 40 boys, ages 11 to
14, from Kentucky's 14 westernmost counties.
The counties: Fulton, Hickman Carliale, Ballard, Christian, McCracken, Livingston,
Marshall, Muhienberg, Lyon,
Trigg, Hopkins and Todd.

ulf'sChallenge
le Is On!

FALME "WE'RE LIKE YOU" actly the same," Paime said.
WASHINGTON el — Swe"That might reassure somedish Prime Minister Olaf Palme body one way or the other," he
said Friday he wished to clear said.
up some misconceptions that
LONDON (DPI) — Sir LauAmericans have about Swedish
rence Olivier will play the
sex habits.
"We have conducted some second singing role of his
Kinsey studies of our own," career as Nathan Detroit in the
Palme told the National Press National Tetatre's presentation
Club
of the American musical "Guys
"We found that the sex hab- and Dolls," a theater spokesits of the Swedish population man said Tuesday.
and the sex habits of the AmerThe musical, which opened in
ican population are almost ex- 1950 on Broadway, will open in
London in December.
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DATSUN 4-I
Air moditi
tires.

uN OLDSKOBIL

Door Station
Automatic m
dnsr. lots
extras. 0n 1
miles. Very c

111113 VOLZSWAGS
local oar.
NM CHRYSLER'
Hardtop. All
automatic.
*NI DATSUN Picl
miles. West (
MS.Nice.
NIS =VELE
Paseenger Sta
on.- Local car.
ON miles. Cle

SIN CHEVY U Na
Wagon. Autm
db. heater. Nh

INTERNATIOf
Scout, 4-wheel

Challenge You to find a better value anywhere!

11162 VW. Local uni
FORD LTD
top. Automatic
(thinner, power

One Thing You'll Love About
Datsun Is Its Automatic Transmission
From Muncie, Indiana

ter-McK
Datsun

OPEN EVENI?
•

Sycamore Stri

Phone 753-711

AUMMANCS

AUTOS FOR

S

CROW
OW
01 run
'
.

1909 JEEP, four I
low mileage, has tw
75S-7860.
1989 VOLIESWAU
Wagon, automatic I
Cali._ 753-5532.

•

vie 0410

I

I

se'."
doom
WC/ •
&I.*"
vatoll

T.tafta
pa
r

1981 THUNDERBIA
Bile, factory air<
All power, in goo(
Also 1957 Chevrolet
No. 8th St.
1964 PLYMOUTH,
hardtop, $495.00. Ca

DATSUN
3 Reasons to go
Datsun Automatic
11111111Nommorn

I 3-speed smoothness a 2speed can t match
2 Up to 25 miles per gallon
3 Delivers peak performance
with 96 H P engine
Drive a Datsun then decide

..••••

;

NOW!

S

.0

GULF DELUXE
CROWN'

Iii

deei, treld
famous Gil If r

•

„

and
'

7_75:14
'rubidium
wtittownil
faus 1.11

4-PLY NYLON ax
construction,
/ nylon
rth
is a
,e ge, excellent tracthat
performer
A the sale pride!

CLIFFOpntsRD'SurGULF
WILSON&
Haipi KHOLSAPPLE
753 t191

NEW!
DELUXE CROWN*
78 WT-BELTED

F-711•14

45

Tuh•lenn
Num 244
red.
me

TUA•lemp
plum 2
Fed
excise

For UN
r the

Fed. eeeles,

oaturme,

(

DELUXE CROWN'
78 WT

WHITEWALL

4 DOOR SEDAN, Wagon Or 2 Door Sedan

amp

Hardtop, 327.

Radio, rear
mag wheels. L
exceptionally r
Only $1995.8

You Can Buy Gulf Tires and Batteries on Your Gulf Travel Card and Take
Up to Six Months to Pay!

WILL GIVE THE AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
With The Purchase Of Any New Datsun

rE' 7 )
- 3 71 I 4

968 CAMARO. VI

tASSITER-MeK I
DATSUN
tinamore St.

Cekbrating
Our 1st Year as a Datsun Dealer

Lassiter McKinney Datsun

SPECIAl

,

Lassiter & McKinney Datsun

THIS MEANS A $19000 SAVINGS

L

Rai* *Ai" 0'
d'

•

WE ARE EXTENDING THIS OFFER THRU THE MONTH OF JUNE

Sycamore Street

1080 CHEVROLET;
arp. Best offer o
17.

4-PLY POLYESTER

Advanced wide-tread design. muscklar four-ply poly
ester cord construction and deeRlread give up to

35%

better mileage than' the farhous Gulf Deluxe

Crown high-perforthance tire! White stripe on one
side, red stripe on the other.

CAIN & TAYLOR
a Main - Murray
7 5 3 - 5162

LOVETT BROS. GULF
flfh & Elm - Murray
7 5 3 5 08 1

1964 ELCAMINO,
753-4518.
L960 INTERNkTION,
real gp9d proilig„ 19
convertible. Oil VI
1066 FAIRLANE GT,
Cu Lneh, 4-speed ti

See at 508 South 11i1

•- •azi4

csc
POLYESTER CORDS &
FIBERGLASS BELTS
The latest in tires Wide tread, low
top performance Polyester cordsprofile design for
plus fiberglass
belts to hold tread tight, reduce "tire
squirm" and
increase mileage! Red stripe on one side,
twin white
=pes on the other

TROTTER'S4JMurray
SLAYDEN BROS. GULF
753-1111
753-717

9th & Sycamore - Murray
7S3- 61 3

NOTICE

._,REAL
Interested
-Comn
Let US show you
a member of our
National Advertis
just two of the m
Write for full pal

ST1
Si
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Rfey,Sell,Pa*
Rol;Ftlei
Row THE

It

THURSDAY - JUNE 11. la a,
FOR RENT

AUTOS FOR SALE

TWO-BEDROOM duplex apartment. Phone 753-7850.
TFC

HELP WANTED
BABY SITTER starting June
15th throughout summer semester of college. Please call 7537619.
J-13-P

THIS WEEK'S
SPICIALSI
1968 IMPALA Custom Coupe,
blue, black vinyl top,
WANTED: Man for General
327 Turbo-Hydramatic,
Store work. Steady job. Must be
NICE FURNISHED air condipower steering, power
AUTOS FOR MLR
boned and willing to work.
tioned apartments for college
brakes, one owner, 37,REAL MATE FOR SALO
REAL ESTATE FOR SALA
FOR SALE
Answer giving references to
girls. Call 7534108 oy 75348011
FOR SALE
000 miles, $3475.
P. 0. Box 32 K, Musray, KenINTERESTED in lards 4-bed- 3-BEDROOM FRAME home with ROOF PROBLEMS:
ITC 1969 CAPRICE, four door
We have the
FOR SALE OR TRADE
room house with formal dining slumisinin siding,
3-11-C
hardtop. Red mid black tucky.
just west of mews!. Apply new roof with TWO LOTS on Blood River, FURNLSHED apartments
room, den with fireplace, 244 Murray city limits
vinyl top. Power steer- COOK WANTED, days. For inon Lynn Ily-Klas Fibrated Asphalt Al* valued at $1200.00. Consider private rooms for college boys.
bat/is, carpeted thmughout, Greve highway. Living
ing, power brakes, 327 terview call 753-6478.
room minum for only 3 cents per pick-up or tractor equipment of Call 7534108 or 7534865. TTC
J-15-C
central heat and air-condition- with fireplace, dining
Turbo Hydramotic, Facroom, kit- square foot. Seals out rain. in equal value as trade. Phone
ing, kitchen with chewed:ter, chen, bath, wall-to-wal
WANTED:
Experienc
tory
ed
FOUR
air,
sakes
-BEDROOM brick home.
16,000 miles,
l carpet- @ukase and reduces interior
J-12-C Paneled don.
perinea to work in shoe depart.
=an disPosal, Patio, two-car ing, storm doors and windows, temperature by 15 degrees. 436-5534.
one owner. New car
New femme.as.
prase, paved drive, city school separate garage, large
ment at Uncle Jeff..
f
trade in. We sold it
iii
Apply
storage Wean for years. Ask about igoo IT'S trrific the way we're sell- area $135.00 per month. 1000
1911 DATIAIN 4-Door
district, then you need to con- shed, several large trees
person Monday, J
new, $3175.
15 at 10
on dal 30 gallon drum price at ing Blue Lustre to clean rugs Sharpe. Call 721$017 or SIMStation
tact
Roberts
a.
Realty and see this this 170' x 170' lot This protn. for interview.'
DWAIN TAYLOR
J-11-C r
WailAn- Automatic & air
Paint Store
and upholstery. Rent shamp- 3474468.
170
OWL
CHEVROLET CO. INC.
perty is in excellent repair and
conditioning. Real nice.
Junes2S-C ooer $1. Big K.
J-13-C HOUSE
WANTED:
typist
Dictaphon
e
TRAILER, 10' x 55', two
South 12th Street
EXTRA NICE 4-bedroom Span- is virtually spotless.
with Medical treminology exbedroom, air conditioned. 2%
PANASON
IC
1967 DATSUN 4-Door
solid
state
Phone
portable
3
-BEDROO
753-2617
M
with
Westem
house
ROMAN
•
style
brick
ANTIQUE pie safe. Solid wal- miles from Murray.
Sedan.
pomace. Will also be in MedPhone 71Ih
home on % acre lot, 5 miles tape recorder. Two tape speeds. nut, newly antiqued in
A i r conditioner, n e
J-13-C ical Record
Willing- 7858 or 753-8231.
w 2 baths, carpet, central heat and
Department. Apply
AC-DC
operated.
3-114
Model
No.
114
air, open court in center of east of Murray. Has a stone
tires.
ton Green. Reason for selling
in person at the Murray-Callohouse, 2-car garage, fireplace. fireplace in the living room, 1025. Accessories; Dynamic talc- to large for apace intended. NICE FURNISHED house, close
way County Hospital between
rophone with remote control
1963 OLDSMOBILE
Phone 753-6030 after 5:00 p. m to college, for seven girls. Has
4- If you are looking for some- foyer, central heat and sir, wallthe hours of 9:004:00, Monday
SERVICES
OFFERED
Door Station Wagon. thing nice not like everyone to-wall carpeting, resilient vinyl @twitch, microphone came and
through Friday.
TENC two full baths. Must be 21 years
J-23-C
hand belt, radio cord Ft, 3 inch
Automatic and air con- eases house take a look at this flooring in kitchen, kitchen and reel and
a magnetic ear phone. CASH AND CARRY Carpel ld. Phone 753-5865 or 7334108. SAWS FILED, lawn mowers and
laundry appliances included, 2
Possession
with
vacant.
It
one.
is
ditioner, lots of other
ITC email appliances repaired and
ceramic baths, concrete patio, Splicing tape and batteries. Sale, while it lasts. Good caryard tools sharpened. 512 d
extras. Only 40,000 deski.
WANTED
attic storage, huge closets. One Used one month, $40.00. Phone pet, $1.99 sq. yard; heavy shag, THREE BEDROOM
house with'South 13th StreeL Phone 7S3miles. Very clean.
JUST LLSTED a very nice /- of the nicest homes in the
7534147 or 7534875 before $2-90 sq. yd; other shag, $3.95
area.
living room, kitchen and bath 6067.
Junie-234
bedroom brick on Parklane 3-BEDROOM Buff Brick
9:00 p. in.
TFNC sq. yard; indoor-outdoor, $3.95
home at
for three college girls for sumDrive. Has electric heat and 1620 Catalina Has 154
1963 VOLKSWAGEN.
sq.
yard; commercial type Hi- mer or
FLOOR
SANDING
baths, GIRLS 24" bicycle, $10.00, Boys
Clean.
and
Ent&
fall semester. All utilair-conditioning, 154 baths, beau- wall-to-wall carpeting,
local car.
ity rubber back, $3.95 sq• ities furnished.
central 24" raner, $15.00. Call 753-8107,
One block =,ing, new and old floors, woad
tiful drapes. This house is only heat and oar, storm
also remnants, cutoffs, University
fee inn boors work each
guaranteed, 26 years experience.
doors and
. Call 7534974
J-114
1964 CHRYSLER "300" 2-Dr.
4 years old but looks like new, windows, kitchen built-Ins,
pieces!, stairways, porJohn Taylor, Wingo, Kentucky,
afternoon
dra5:00
p.m.
J-11-P
n2,000.
Hardtop. All power and
peries, carport, large lot. In the BOYS CLOTHES, 12 and 14 hes, boats, campers. Big stock.
Zoete 2. 43088; phone 3764911
Automobile required. Appl
ON POPLAR Street we have a city school district and
automatic.
near the slim. Girls clothes, 5 Jr. Petite, Low overhead, volume buying. SPACE FOR one trailer, PrI•1
Ause-2114
in person to:
beautiful 3-bedroom trilevel site of the new high
's Discount House, Ha- vate, shady, reasonable, near
school.
Phone 753-1518.
3-11-F
Michael Holton
CARPENTRY: new or remodel1968 DATSUN Pickup,
house
with
2
baths,
carpeted,
el,
Ky.,
26.000
4924733.
J-13-P Murray. Call 753-1844 beton jag.
Circulation Manager
For
drapes, garage, a deep shady lot LIKE NEW 3-bedroom brick YORKSHIRE BOAR, 18 m
free
miles. West Coast mirestimates
call
8:00 a. En- and after 4:00 1:1*
Hawley Bury 492-8120.
Ledger & Times
and has approximately $8,000 home at 1710 Calloway. Spac- old, also Tappan electric rang
rors. Nice.
TEC
CLEANINGEST °menet cleaner Day time call 753-5312. J-15-C
balance on 5 1/4% GI loan that ious living room, bedrooms and Call 753-5887.
311-P- you ever used, GO easy too. Get
PAINTING
, exterior or inter
1965 CHEVELLE Malibu
kitchen-family room, 144 ceraAPARTMENTS: one bedroom
Is transferrable.
6ON N. 18TH Street we have a mic baths, kitchen built-ins, air AKC BEAGLE puppies, $15.011 Blue Lustre. Resit electric sham- furnished. Two bedroom apart-, lor, by the hour or job. Free FOR DEBIT INSURANCE, guarPassenger Station Waganteed salary of $110.00 to
very nice 2-bedroom frame conditioners, draperies, carport each, pairs costing slightly less. pooer $1. Western Auto, Home manta unfurnished Call 753- estimates. Phone 437-6581.
on. Local car, only 32.$13.5.00 per week plus commisJ-11-C of "The Wishing Well". J-31-C 5079.
house with large living room with solar screen, aluminum Call 753-2820.
J-11 C
000 miles. Clean.
sion. Write Box 32-N, Murray,
with dining area, kitchen, util- awnings, storm doors and win1969 MOBILE HOME, 12' wide, TWO FEMALE Weimaraner TWO APARTMENTS on 304
dows.
KY.
large
ity,
shady
Vei%
lot
and
J-12-C
a
1966 CHEVY II Nova Station
metal storage building, patio, dogs about 6 months old. These North 4th Street. For informaFHA loan, owner will transfer, 2-BEDROOM STUCCO home sidewalk,
7% loan can be as- dogs can be registered. Call 437 tion call Mrs. George Hart, 753Wagon. Automatic, raWANTED: cook at Hazel Cafe,
payments $61.86 per month in- with 2 acres of land, 1 mile ▪
3-17-C 1602 or Gene Landoll 753-8175
753-8380 after 5 p. in- 2318.
dio. heater. Nice.
Hazel, Kentucky. Hours 6:00
cluding taxes and insurance. S. E. of Murray, on Concord
i-il-C
TFC
a. or. until 2:00 p. in. Apply at
WE HAVE a good 40 acre farm Highway. Has a 2-room apart.
INTERNATIONAL
the Hazel Cafe or call 402-9785.
located 8 miles from Murray, meet separate from the ma it SIX MONTHS old AKC register- FOUR poster bedroom suite with TWO-BEDROOM unfurnished aScout. 4-wheel drive.
with modern 5-bedroom house, holm. Also has a Mock barn ed Chihuahua, female, house mattress and springs, odd spool partment. For information call
313-C
several outbuildings, good land, and a garage.
broken. Phone 753-8010. 3-11-C bed with mattress and springs 753-3485.
1932 VW. Local unit. Clean.
315-C
PAMPER
your
pocket!
Fill
it
beautiful shady lot, owner will DUPLEX-Each of the 3-bed1958 Chevrolet sedan, only 39(X
with money saved selling Avon
consider trading for house and room units is furnished, has JUNE SPECIALS: Three only, aotual miles, other gems. Phone FURNISHED one and two bed1965 FORD LTD 4-Dr. HardCosmetics in your own neighwall4o-wall carpeting, like new Genuine Ford five foot Rotary 753-3639.
lot in town.
3-13-C room apartments, carpeted, airtop. Automatic, air conborhood. Call quickly, collect
conditioned, located 100 South
WE HAVE two houses at Dex- appliances. Located on a 380 cutters, $400 each. Two used
ditioner, power.
after 7 p. m., 365,9424, Mrs. Jater priced at a bargain. If you foot deep lot. Has a double ga• Rotary Hoes, $150 each. Sever- BABY BED and antique war- 13th Street. Kelly's Pest Connet Ktmick, or write Route 2,
are looking for a charm home rage, large workshop with con- al good mowers. BilLingtoo-For drobe. Phone 753-8804. .1-13-C trol.
J-11-C
Box 136-A, Princeton, Ky.
until your dream boat comes crete floor, good well. Good see Tractor Company. Highway
FREE ESTIMATE
TWO-BEDROOM duplex apartEast.
94
J-11-C
313-C
income
property
in let us show you those.
and located
GARAGE SALE on Payne ment, central heat and
air. Call
3 LOTS and approximately 6 within sight of the new high 10 MONTH old Avocado refrig- Street, home of Lochie Hart.
WANTED:
old-time
residents
af
7534640 after 5:00 p. m. J-11-C
acres of land in Kingswood school.
western Kentucky who rememerator with automatic ice mak- beginning at 10 a, in, over two
Subdivision for only $6,000., 2-BEDROOM FRAME home oo er. Like new. 16.5 cu. ft. Call p m. on Saturday, June 13.
ber the moonshine war of the
TWO-BEDROOM apartment, furpaved street, city water. if 34 acre lot in Almo. House 753-6499.
'30's are needed by the Capri
J-12-C nished or unfurnis.hed. Wall-toJ-11C
you're looking for an invest- has gas furnace, storm doors
wall carpeting, central air con- WAIUNGOMITT Paint Company Theatre to tell whet happened
OPEN EVENINGS
ment take a look at this.
- and windows, good well, sep- HORSE, also western saddle SAM don't forget to pick up dit on ing. Call 753-8611 days, Experienced house painters. during the moonshine war. Call
and bridle. Call 753-3466 after the shampooer and Blue Lustre ,7534331 night.
NICE 3-bedroom brick on (Si* arate garage. Near school.
J-13-C Both interior and exterior. Foe Tammy Brown, Capri Theatre,
Sycamore Street
at Big K.
free estimate call 7624084. 753-8084,
J-13-C
lot, ,on paved read, electric 2-BEDROOM frame home on 7:00 p. m.
3-15-C
THREE ROOM furnished duheat, carport. We have two to 36 acres of good farm land, 6
3-12-C
Phone 753-7114
BARRELS
25
corn
of
in the
plex.
College
couple
welcome,
choose from, one has one-hall miles S. E. of Murray. Entire
AUCTION SALO
ear. Call 753-1677.
BUSH-HOGGING, tree trimming
3-11-C 50 GALLON aquarium and tro- $65.00. Call 7534199.
basement, one only 3 miles from house has been completely reTFC
pical fish After five p. in. call
and
removing,
setting
meter
modelled
inside.
Large barn, HOUSE TRAILER for sale, 10' 753-7590.
Murray,'both priced at $18,500.
3424 THREE-ROOM apartment, has base poles. Call 436-2480. 313-C AUCTION will be be held at
the Dungeon, corner of 4th &
Yes they would carry a GI loan machinery shed, 14 acre grain 50'. Call 753-6231 OT 753-7856.
TWO
base,
GARRARD turn tables. private entrance and bath. Call WILL MOW YARDS, also will Olive Streets, Murray, Ky. An1.31 acre tobacco base.
with no down payment, only
753-8294.
.1-12-C
OCR
Gibson amplifier. One girls
LARGE FRAME home on 44
closing cost.
do all kinds of yard work. Phone tiques, old model truck, many
AUTOS FOR SALE
WE HAVE a large new 4-bed- acres, 1 mile south of Kentucky- 19" PORTABLE tlevision, in bicycle. 1970 Maverick car. 1966 TWO-BEDROOM trailer, extra 4354152.
3-11-P misc. items. We still need more
condition, $75.00. Fairlane 500 station wagon with nice sir conditioned Also port1969 JEEP, four wheel drive, room brick Owt owner will Tennessee border. Has 14 acre excellent
good clothes to sell at the
low mileage, has two tops.
trade for smaller house. If you rein base. Good fences and Please call 753-2852 or 753-6399. air. Phone 753-1497, after 4:00 able TV for sale. Phone 753- FIREMAN off duty wants yards thrift Corner. You may bring
p. in.
753-7850.
want a larger house but need putbuildings, good well. House
J-12•C 3395 or 753-3482.
3-12-C to mow in the city of Murray clothes anytime after 3:00
Also will wash windows. Prices p. in. on Wednesday, and
to sail your =ellen one first, has been recently remodelled.
FriEXTRA
UPRIGHT
USED
Piano
NICE
$10000.
Dune
1969 VOLKSWAGEN Statics why not kill two
Buggy FURNISHED apartment. air- reasonable. Phone 753-2242
day. These clothes must be
birds with one NEAT 2 BEDROOM frame
Phone
753-4514
$25.00.
753Call
after 4:00 p.
Wagon, automatic shift, $1873 stone, trade.
conditioned. Near university, 753-8404.
home, 354 miles S. E. of Mur- and used range,
J-114 clean, tagged indicating the size
3368 from 7 to 5.
J-16-C
Celli 7534532.
J-12-1 $75.00 per month. Utilities furJof the garment and the price.
WE HAVE a 3-bedroom brick ray an Concord Highway. A good
rushed. Call 753-4611.
312-C WILL KEEP children in my These clothes will not be aucvalue
in
a
low priced home.
on Ryan Ave., that is now be1961 THUNDERBIRD coo
home,
five days a week, phone
tioned, but placed on a rack
NOTICII
ible, factory air-conditioning ing redecorated. Has large den, 3-BEDROOM frame home on 3
NICE two-bedroom trailer, 3 7534471.
NOTICE
for floor selling. In the very
All power, in good condition nice shady lawn, electric beat, -acres of land, approximately
miles south of Murray off 641.
154
miles west of Murray. Lonear future, the Thrift Corner
Also 1957 Chevrolet. See at 20 air-conditioned. Be looking it
For information call 7534646.%
cated just
will be open daily from 5:00
HAULING
No. 8th St.
J-11- will be reedy scon, iramediate Highway, south of Mayfield
J-13-C
on Paschall Road.
possession.
0111111111 Dirt and White Reck p. as. until 7:00 p. in. For fur1964 PLYMOUTH, ter o
FURNISHED garage apartment.
WE HAVE lots of lots foenale TRAILER PARK ready for octher information call Wayne
-Fail Serviceheirdtop, $405.00. Call 753-7827 located in almost ever section cupancy. Has ten trailer spaces
Coupled preferred. Available
Wilson, auctioneer at 753-3283
Phone 7534108
now. Call 7532781.
ar Jim Heisler, Manager at 753J-15- of Murray, wiry not buy the approved by Ky. Health DepartJ-13-C
er 7534145
2990, Murray, By.
lot for your dream home while ment. Also a large double wide
3-11-C
CHEVROLET pick-up, real there's
HOUSE for rent, 10 miles south
roobile home residence, furnishplenty to pick (min.
Sharp. Best offer or call 753hturreyrs
-Modern
of
country
ed
or
unfurnished.
WE NEED good listings. When
WANTED TO RENT
*17.
home, $55.00 per month. Phone
J-1
you list your property with RoCALL
THIS
number
panel2
Puryear,
147-3908.
for
-BEDROO
313-C
M frame home on
WANT to rent three rood un
berts you have the service of
ing. painting or general repairs furnished apartment, for
26 sales people through the 1754 acres, 1 miles S. E. of
wid
GRAIN BODY dump trucks, Free estimates,' 753-4684. 318-C
Murray
on Old Murray-Concord
ow woman, close to town. Phone
multiple listing service.
$40.00
dayAlurre
per
Leasing.
y
Road.
Goad small farm.
753-5221 after ect'..: p. ro. 3-13-C
t
CALL RAY OR HOYT Roberts
303 South 4th, Murray, phone WILL DO bush-bogging by the
at Roberts Realty for all your WE ARE In need of all kinds
hour
by
or
the
acre.
753-1372.
?hone
313C
WANTED
to rent a three bed
of listings. Due to recent sales,
The Calloway County Board of Education is askSherrill OuUand 753-3786 after room house for college
1968 CAMARO. V-8. 2-Door Real Estate needs or come by
we are especially short of listteacher
TWO
BEDROOM
apartment
, 4:00 p. in.
3-16-C Contact Gene Garfield,
Hardtop. 327. 4-speed. and see us at 505 Main Street. ings
ing for bids on Workmens Compensation Insurance
of 2 mid 3 bedroom homes
Ever
stove and refrigerator furnishRadi o, rear speaker. We are always ready to talk In the City of
ed, no children or pets, $105.00 FOR CUPPING aid bush-hog- green Terrace 157-6, CarbonMurray. If you
mag wheels. 1-rica1 ear, real estate.
for all school employees to become effective August
3-12C are thinking of selling y o r,
3-12-P
per montin, $50.00 deposit. Call ging call 753-9290. Satisfaction dale, Illinois.
exceptionally nice!
home, we would appreciate the
guaranteed, reasonable rates.
7534792.
3-13-P
,
A WOMAN'S dream home, cus- opportunity
Only $1995.00
to sell it for you.
J-16-C
tom-built by Owen; luxurious, FULTON
CARD OF THANKS__
ONE-BEDROOM furnished apartYOUNG REALTY, 4:11
closets galore, huge kitchen, & Maple
WANTED:
LASSITER-McKINNEY
We would like to exprest our
baby
sitting
job
air-conditi
with
ment,
oned,
located
Street, Phone 753-7333.
Bids are to be in the Board of Education's oftw^ baths, carpeted, drapes, sun Hone phones:
on Payne Sired next to White small children. Ages two to six appreciation to those who were
DATSUN
Fultoo K Yuaug,
room, central hest and air, fire- 753-4946.
Hall, $85.00 per month, couples years. Phone 753-3340. .1-13-C concerned during the recent illSycamore St.
Istmael Etinson, 753753-7114
fice, 200 South 6th Street, Murray, Ky., on
place, tile foyer, indirect light- 1334.
ness of our wife and mother.
or
only.
before
Call 753-3805.
3-13-C
1TC
ing, intercom, double garage,
Mrs. Raymond Fielder. Special
Complete
Small
Engine
Repair
12:00 Noon, July 6, IVO.
three bedrooms, much more
NOTICE
Garden tillers, town mowers, thanks to Dr. Lowry, and the
1904 ELCAMINO, sharp. Call Must be 'seen. 753-8706, 804 HOUSE at 1314 Sycamore. Full
nurses, to the friends and
7534516.
313-NC North 201h.
ELECTROLUX SALES & Ser- chain saws. Authorized Briggs neighbors who sent flowers and
114-13-C size basement. Lot 100' x 138'
Authorized
Stratton
Dealer.
&
Call 753-4904.
vice, Box 218, Murray, Sy, C.
1.960 IN'TERN&TIONAL pick-up, THREESEDROOM brick with
Lawson power products dealer. food, and also for the many
M. Sanders. Phone
Murray Supply Co.. 208 East beautiful cards.
real sped moitor„ 1963 Pontiac central heat and sir, carpet TWENTY THREE weaning pigs.
Lynnville, Kentucky.
Raymond Fielder
converale. Cali EaG8271.
Main.
Phone 753-3361. H-lit
throughout, carport, 154 tile Call 753-4904.
J-13.0
JuneMrs, Ed KnigEt
J-13-C baths, bullt-in Tappan applianWOULD
LIKE
baby
in
to
sit
1TP
BALDWIN
PIANOS and org
ces, utility, on large lot. City
1968 PALRIANE
NEW three-bedroom house, no
Ford, 390 echoed district,
mot $10.00 monthly, rent ap- my home. Call 753-8455.
priced under coanmissi
CARD
OF
THANKS
Cu. Inch, 4-speed transmission.
ons-by owner, brick,
$20,000.00. Phone 753-4518 afte
plies to purchase. Used spinet
We wish to thank each and
carpeted, nice neighborhood,
See at 508 South 11th, $900.00
pianos and organs. Lotuu.do STUD SERVICE, ARC register- everyone who helped us throsix p. m.
.1-17-N1 Call
753-4684.
3-16-C
Piano Company "Your Com- ed Toy Poodle and German ugh the sudden loss of our
plete Mu-sic Store". Paris and Shepherd (Silver poodle). Call dear husband, father, and grandNOTICE
NOTICE
Martin, Tennessee.
H4-12-C 753-8371.
J-13-C father, Logan Bland. To all
$10 DOWN and $10 per month
those who sent food and for all
will buy a barge wooded 100' x
DANCE, Friday night at The
the beautiful floral arrangeDungeon. Under new manage200 lot at Keniana Shores. All
ments. for the cards, and comLOST & FOUND
ment, Jim Heisler. Featuring
utilites including water availforting letters we have receiv'Ezra Brooks Rand, Admission FOUND:
able, lake access privileges.
A beautiful two-thirds ed.
The Calloway County Board of Education
Phone 4364320 for complete
$1 00.
3-12-C grown collie. It
is asking
Our special thanks goes out
has a large
information and directions.
FOR -THOSE persons who are white stripe around neck which to Dr. Chiles and Bro. White
for bids on school bus insurance
for the 19701971 school
H4-13-C
interested in the upkeep of the goes on down ..prie leg. It has who conducted a beautiful and
Goshen cemeterystplease send two white legs with brown feet comforting service, and ()us.
year In keeping with K RS 160.319.
HOUSE FOR SALE by owner,
Let us show you how this is possible when you become
contributions to Mrs. Mary Ray, one brown footrine,whits foot. Robertson, Jr., for the beautitwo year old brick house with
a member of our nationwide real estate firm. Our proven
Route 1, Murray, Ky.
3-13-C His back Is brown and black. ful songs he sung. We wish to
central air and heating, panelThe dog has a beautiful head thank Dr. Hugh Houston for
National Advertising and Computer Service Center are
Bid forms may be obtained at the &fares office,
2 FREE Kittens to be given If this is your dog please call all he has done during his
ed den and kitchen, large carpmonjust two of the many pluses we add to your business.
away.
Call 753-6624,
eted living room. Three nice
,435 5115.
3:11-C ths of illness. We would also
C
‘)
Write for full particulars. No obligation.
_200
S.
6th
Street,
Murray, KYsize bedrooms, with carpet. Two
like to thank the J. H. Churchill
MONEY TO LOAN for new and
baths and utility room and carFuneral Home for their services
automobile
used
truck,s
s,
boats
All bids are to be In by 11:1111 Meek July
port. This is near Robertson
in our time of need. May God
P.O. Box 2757
4, 1179;
and motors, mobile homes,
school and high school. Located
bless each and everyone of you,
WANTED
Springfield, Missouri 65803
BUY
TO
campers,
camping
trailers aad
on Keenelard Dr. For informais our prayer.
Itch
motorcycles. See your MFA In- WANTED: used swing
set
tion call 753-9922..
J-I5-C
The family of
surance Agent at 203 South 5th Please call 753-3485
3-13-C
'Logan Bland
or call 753-1=
J-13-C
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Mrs. Vasseur
Dies At Western
Baptist At 65

MURRAY. KENTU

—

THE LEDGER & TIMES

PAItIE TEN

,

THURSDAY — JUNE 1

IT

LARGEST STOCK & BEST SELECTION
OF SPORTING GOODS

Mrs. Ersa Jane Vasseur,
died at 7:48 p.m. Tuesday
Wasters Baptist Hospital. She
was a resident of Benton Road,
Paducah Rt. 4.
She was a native of Calloway
County ends member of Reidland (lurch of Christ
Mrs. Vaguer leaves her husband. Thomas E. Vasseur Sr.;
three sons, Gene and Jerry
Vasseur, both of Paducah, and
Thomas E. Vasseur Jr. of Rot
Springs, Ark.; a daughter, Mrs.
June Myrick of Paducah; ooe
brother, Glenton Cope of Benten; and eight grandchildren.
Funeral rites will be conducted at 11 cm. Friday at the
Reidland Church of Christ Jerry Hoover and Lake Riley will
officiate and burial will be in
Rosebower Cemetery.
Friends may call at JohnsonLambert Funeral Home.
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Otis, L. Lassiter, former resident of Paducah and a native
of Murray, died at his home in
Livermore, Calif., last Saturday at the age of 80.
Funeral services and burial
were held in Livermore MonNOW IS MI TIME TO
day. ?.--.. ,
MOISTER FOR NOVEMBER
Mr. Lassiter retired several
Now lathe time for all unan
registered but otherwise quali- years ago after 50 years as
fied Kentuckians to register to employe of Dun and Bradstreet,
vote in the Nov. 3 general elec- the only firm for which he ever
worked. He began as an emtion.
Registration books were to be ploye of R. G. Dun Co. in Pareopened June 1 after being ducah and was later made local
closed March 29 through May manager before being sent to
31 due to the May 28 primary Louisville and then to the West
elections. They will be closed Coast.
He is survived by his wife,
agiin Sept. 6 until after the
Mrs. Elizabeth Lassiter; a
November election.
Kentuckians in November daughter. Mrs. Charles McFaon
will elect seven members of the Jr., and four grandsons, all in
U. S. House of Representatives Livermore, and a sister, Mrs.
and a judge of the Court of Ap- Stewart A. Young of Paducah.
peals from the l'ird District.
They also will vote on a proIn architecture, atlantes are
posed hood Wee of $48.3 million to finance construction male figures used as supports
projects for motel health, cor- for projections.
rections, child welfare and
• scboois for the deaf and the
There are four species of
blind.
honey bees.
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